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An Elixir of Let tuce

1. ABBADIE, Hector. Memoire sur le sirop de thridace, ou d’extrait de laitue. Paris: Imprimerie de Cesar Bajat, 
[1845].

8vo. Woodcut device on title page, tipped in folding advertisement after the title page. 16 pp. Recently bound in stiff decorative paper wrappers.
 $1200.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Hector Abbadie’s study of thridace, an extract of lettuce juice that is used as a tranquilizer, either 
as a syrup or in the form of lozenges. The pharmacist Hector Abbadie manufactured both of these forms of the medicine and includes the dosage for 
them in this book. He also writes about the history of the use of lettuce in medicine; how to extract the syrup from lettuce; and the syrup in chemical 
terms. He then explains how the extract can be used to calm a patient or to help with sleep, as with opium but without the complications that come 
with opium. Abbadie further states that thridace can help with one’s circulation and some ailments that affect the heart. 

Included among the ten personal recommendations is an endorsement from two hospital gazettes dated 1838 and 1859:

De toutes les préparations que la thérapeutique a employées jusqu’à ce jour, aucune ne jouit de propriétés plus certaines que la Thridace. Nous devons à M. Abbadie, Pharmacien 
de Paris d’avoir été le premier qui ait conçu l’heureuse idée d’associer cette substance à un Sirop pectoral dont les succès les plus constans sont venus attester l’efficacité. Le plus bel 
éloge qu’on puisse en faire, c’est qu’il est prescrit par la plus grande partie des Médecins de Paris....Au reste, ce Sirop, exempt d’opium, a, sur les préparations opiacées, l’avantage de 
calmer, sans jamais produire d’effet nuisible.

Roughly translated to:

Of all the preparations employed in therapy up to the present day, none enjoys more certain properties than Thridace. We owe it to Mr. Abbadie, Pharmacist from Paris, to have 
been the first to have conceived the happy idea of associating this substance with a pectoral Syrup whose most constant successes have come to attest to its effectiveness. The finest 
praise that can be made of it is that it is prescribed by most of the Doctors of Paris....Moreover, this Syrup, free of opium, has, over opiate preparations, the advantage of calming, 
without ever producing any harmful effect.

With an advertisement for Abbadie’s syrup and lozenges of thridace tipped in, listing more than 150 pharmacies around France where these items can 
be found.

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: two locations outside of the United States (all without the tipped in leaf.)



The Earl i e s t  Basque Guide to Mushrooms
 in the Basque Country

2. DE ARANZADI, Telesforo Unamuno. Euskalerriko perrechikuak. Setas ú hongos del pais Vasco. Madrid: Im-
prenta del Asilo de Huérfanos del Sagrado Corazón de Jesús, 1897.

8vo. Forty-one lithographs of which thirty-six are chromolithographs. 2 p.l., 170, [2 - blank] pp; [4] pp. Contemporary quarter morocco over decorative 
boards, spine gilt in five compartments with gilt title, boards rubbed, corners bumped, blue endpapers, pages lightly browned, light foxing. $2500.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of this richly illustrated field guide to Basque mushrooms, both edible and poisonous. Although mostly written in 
Spanish, this field guide also lists the names of these mushrooms in Basque, printed in an alternate typeface to easily differentiate those words from 
the Spanish. The index of nombres vulgares (common names) is written primarily in Basque, distinguished from the Spanish words by a bold typeface. 



In a search of OCLC for the words perrechikuak and perretxiko (Basque plural and singular for 
“mushroom”) and onndoa (fungus) nothing comes up earlier than De Aranzadi’s Euskalerriko 
perrechikuak (1897). It is therefore likely that this is the earliest Basque guide to mushrooms 
in the Basque Country. Up to now we have only had one Basque cookbook in our hands. 
Dated 1889, it may have been the earliest printed Basque cookbook. It was purchased by the 
Basque National Library. 

In the letter to prospective lecturers, De Aranzadi (1860-1945) writes that this book is 
not meant to be read cover to cover, but rather as a guide to pick up whenever there is any 
question about a certain mushroom. He sums this up with a warning that those people who 
do not take the time to research whether mushrooms are edible or not, are the same people 
who would not be able to tell the difference between edible herbs and hemlock, and who glibly 
eat pork, and drink cow’s milk and water in potentially unsafe conditions without pause. This 
section is followed by a handy guide to the most commonly found edible mushrooms in the 
Basque Country organized by season and color.

The introduction covers a wide range of subjects before getting on to the meat of the 
book which truly is an in-depth field guide to mushrooms. The author begins his introduction 
with a shaming of people who prefer to abstain from mushrooms altogether, as they are coming 
from a place of fear that is both “inhuman and futile.” He then goes on to defend the mushroom 
from a nutritive standpoint, and goes into basic rules that would keep “any social class” safe 
from eating the wrong mushroom. He details how to determine types of mushroom by their 
botanical characteristics, and even explains how to render potentially poisonous mushrooms 
harmless. 

De Aranzadi also indicates common symptoms of mushroom poisoning and provides tips 
for lessening those symptoms.

Para combatir el envenenamiento es menester guardarse mucho de usar los disolventes del veneno, como, por 
ejemplo, el agua salada ó avinagrada; lo primero que hay que hacer es provocar los vómitos por cualquier medio, 
supuesto que no hayan pasado muchas horas desde la ingestión de los hongos; más tarde se administra un 
purgante ó una lavativa; contra el ardor de estómago se puede utilizar el cocimiento de salep, la leche, aceite de 
olivas ó su emulsion; contra el desmayo y delirio, el café puro, las friegas, lavatorios y duchas de agua fría. En 
todo caso no debe descuidarse el aviso inmediato á un médico. –p.23



Roughly translated to:

To combat poisoning, it is necessary to be very careful not to use the solvents of the poison, such as, for example, salty or vinegar water; the first thing to do is to induce vomiting by any 
means, provided that not many hours have passed since the ingestion of the mushrooms; later a purgative or an enema is administered; against heartburn you can use the decoction of salep, 
milk, olive oil or its emulsion; against fainting and delirium, pure coffee, and cold showers. In any case, immediate notice to a physician should not be neglected.

Telesforo Unamuno de Aranzadi is purported to have been a rather stern taskmaster in the academic arena. At one point in his career as professor of Botany 
at the University of Barcelona, he apparently enraged his students to such a degree that they locked him up and attempted to set him on fire! 

With forty-one lithographs, thirty-six of which are lovely chromolithographs of botanical illustrations of Basque mushrooms, or euskalerriko perrechikuak. 
Also included is a second index which contains géneros que contienen especies estudiadas o citadas en este trabajo (genera that contain species studied or cited in this work).

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: New York Botanical Library, National Agricultural Library, Harvard,  University of California (Berkeley), and seven locations outside of 

the United States.



The Gastronomic and Medic inal Uses 
of Black Currants

3. [BAILLY DE MONTARAN, Pierre.] Traité du cas-
sis, contenant ses vertus & qualités, sa culture, sa 
composition, son usage, & les effets merveilleux qu’il 
produit, dans une infinité de maladies & de maux, 
tant pour les hommes que pour les animaux. Nancy: 
Prault pere, 1749.

12mo. Woodcut device on title page. 23, [1] pp. Marbled stitched wrappers.
 $1500.00

The Second Edition of this early work on cassis, attributed to Abbé Pierre 
Bailly de Montaran, chancellor of the University of Orléans. First pub-
lished in 1712, this treatise covers many aspects of cassis or black currant, 
including the first mention of its anti-inflammatory properties. There is 
no location in OCLC for the first edition. The work attributed to the 
popularization of the black currant in France which was little cultivated 
before 1750. At the end is a four-page treatise on the medicinal properties 
of tar-water, written by George Berkeley. 

Sections discuss the properties of black currants; how to prepare 
and serve the fruit; how to make a syrup of it; its conservation; its use to 
cure gout; how to make black currants into a liqueur; its use in ratafia; as 
a curative for pleurisy and panaris (whitlow); and how it can cure various 
problems in cows. Whitlow is a highly infectious viral disease which af-
fects the thumb; fingertips; and in rare cases, the toes and cuticles.

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Davis), Yale, Kansas State Uni-

versity, National Library of Medicine, and five locations outside of the 
United States.



On Olives and Olive Cult ivat ion
in the Gard & Vaucluse

4. BARJAVEL, Casimir François Henri and JAMET, L’Abbé F. 
Traité complet de la culture de l’olivier. Marseille: Camoin 
& Paris: Huzard, 1830.

8vo. 2 p.l., 252 pp. Original printed green wrappers, title on upper wrapper inside 
of an ornamental border, some wear to spine, untrimmed and mostly unopened.
 $1500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Barjavel and Jamet’s treatise on olives and ol-
ive tree cultivation in the Gard and Vaucluse, two departments in the Southwest of 
France. In fact, Barjavel is a  a physician who is a friend of Jamet’s, and the current 
work is Barjavel’s presentation of Jamet’s observations and recommendations for 
olive cultivation, collected by Jamet after more than thirty years of olive farming 
in the Gard and Vaucluse.

The current work seeks to make olive cultivation more possible and profitable 
for the farmers in this region, especially in light of the various changes in weather 
that region had suffered in recent years. Chapters cover olive tree cultivation from 
the shoots that grow up from the tree’s trunk; on various types of nurseries; olive 
tree transplantation; how to care for newly planted trees; grafting; culture des oliviers; 
fertilizing; pruning; the mounding of soil around the trees (buttage); and the vari-
ous ailments that olive trees can suffer. Throughout, the work of other authors is 
discussed, from classical times to the present, while still being richly informed by 
Jamet’s own experience working with olive trees as a farmer.  

A good copy in original state, bound in handsome green wrappers. 
¶ Donno, Bibliografia sistematica dell’olivo e dell’olio di oliva, p. 26; OCLC: New York 

Public Library, University of California (Los Angeles), University of Georgia, Na-
tional Agriculture Library, Cincinnati Historical Library, Lloyd Library (OH), 
Mount Angel Abby Library (OR), Hagley Museum (DE), Virginia Tech, and four 
locations outside of the United States. 



“This Sat ire Against  Drunkenness,  Whoring ,  and Gambling”
– André Simon

5. BEROALDO, Filippo. Declamatio lepidissima ebrio-
si scortatoris. [Bologna: Benedicto Hectoris, 1499].

4to. One large woodcut printer’s mark on colophon page. [39], [1-blank] 
pp. Panneled calf, blind and gilt fillets, central gilt medallion, gilt rosettes, 
raised bands, gilt fillet in compartments, a few small ink marks on two pages.
 $8000.00

The FIRST EDITION (see below) of Filippo Beroaldo’s work on hu-
man vices, told through a series of arguments between three brothers, 
one who represents drunkenness, another whoring, and the third an ad-
dict of gambling. The worst of them will inherit nothing of their fami-
ly’s estate. As a result, each brother makes a case for his way of life and 
argues that the other vices are more depraved. It is the drunkard who 
opens the discussion and who has the most to say. But by the end, the 
other two gang up against him to make the argument that drunkenness 
is the worst of the three. 

Beroaldo (1453-1505) was from Bologna where he studied with Fran-
cesco dal Pozzo. By age nineteen he was a professor of rhetoric and poetry 
and in 1476 he left Bologna for Paris. Despite the brevity of his stay in 
France, Beroaldo’s lectures on classical texts attracted large audiences and 
he had a strong and lasting influence on French humanism. He returned 
to Bologna in 1479 where he continued to teach until his death in 1505. 
For more on Beroaldo, see Anthony Grafton’s contribution in Contempo-
raries of Erasmus, vol. I, p. 135.

With the marks and notes of an early reader: nearly every page 
has either some contemporary annotation, a manicule, or underlining in 
brown ink. 



With a beautiful woodcut printer’s device of Benedictus Hectoris (Benedetto Faelli di Ettore) on the final leaf.
A very good copy.
¶ B.IN.G. 194; Oberlé 1013; OCLC (not distinguishing between the two different issues): Newberry Library, Morgan Library, University of California (San 

Francisco), Burndy Library, Cornell University, Harvard, Johns Hopkins University, Yale, College of Physicians (PA), University of Illinois, Indiana 
University, Smithsonian, Huntington, Folger, Library of Congress and nine locations in Europe; Paleari Henssler p. 86; Simon Gastronomica 205 - “The 
first edition of this satire against drunkenness, whoring and gambling,” & Bacchica 172. Not in Bitting, Cagle, Notaker, or Vicaire. 

There were two different issues of this work published in the same year and priority has not been established. The difference is in the capital-
ization of “ARGVMENTVM” on the third leaf (it is all capitals in our copy). See Goff B-471 and -472 and Oberlé.



Contemporary Hand-Coloring
on Several  Plates

6. BOCCONE, Paolo. Icones & descriptiones rariorum 
plantarum. London: Theatro Sheldoniano, 1674. 

4to. One large engraved title page vignette and fifty-two numbered engrav-
ings, of which seventeen are either partly or fully handcolored, woodcut 
headpieces. 8 p.l., 96 pp. Expert period paneled calf, gilt double-fillets 
around sides and forming the inner panel, gilt-stamped flowers at the outer 
corners of the inner panel, spine in six compartments and richly gilt, raised 
bands, edges of boards gilt, the title page (π1) and a page of the index (π4) 
with paper repair along the top edge (just touching the ampersand in the 
title), thin marginal wormholes to the upper edge of two leaves (π2 & π3) 
not affecting text, lightly browned throughout. $6500.00

The FIRST EDITION and a special copy of this early description of 
the rare plants of Italy and France. Printed in London, the work is the 
outcome of the research of Sicilian naturalist Paolo Boccone (1633-1704), 
a botanist and doctor who had worked for Ferdinando II de Medici. He 
traveled to England in 1673 and while on that trip, attended a meeting of 
the Royal Society. There he met Charles Hatton who then introduced 
him to Robert Morison, a Scotish botanist who developed the first sys-
tematic classification of plants.

“The manuscript of the above work, together with the plates, was 
sent to Morison by Charles Hatton at Boccone’s request. Hatton had 
been a pupil of Morison’s during his residence in France. Morison had 



the work printed at Oxford. He found the plates to be not very accurate 
and had the last seven redrawn from dried specimens, and engraved at 
Hatton’s expense.” – Henrey, British botanical and horticultural literature before 
1800, vol. I, p. 121.

The current copy is of particular interest because seventeen of the 
fifty-two engravings are either fully or partly colored. From a look at the 
images and the oxidation of the paint, it appears as though the coloring 
was either contemporary or, at least, very early.  

Despite the above-mentioned faults, a handsome copy. 



Barley to Feed the Poor

7. CHAMOUSSET, Claude-Humbert Piarron de. [Drop title:] Lettres sur l’usage d’une nouvelle découverte de 
pâtes, de syrops et de tablettes d’orge. Paris: Barbou, 1772.

8vo. Woodcut vignette on title page. 32 pp. Original interim wrappers; stitched as issued and untrimmed. $3500.00

The very rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on the subject of barley as a medicine and food for the poor. It was within the framework 
of his philanthropic concerns that Claude-Humbert Piarron de Chamousset (1717-1773) – who practiced medicine without having obtained a medical 
degree – became interested in the various food and medicinal products that could be made from barley. Sections discuss the use of pills (pâtes), syrups, 
and concentrated cakes that could be slowly shaved and portioned out (tablettes). He writes that his intention is to fortify broths, herbal teas, and beer 
with these barley products because barley is both economical and nutritious. 

The epistolary section of this work is to do with Chamousset seeking and receiving endorsement for his products from Monsieur Lorry. There 
are also two testimonies regarding the efficacy of his barley medicine written by medical doctors.

The booklet includes an extract from the journal of Alexandre Young, Surgeon-Major of His Britannic Majesty’s ship The Jason, during a trip 
to the Falkland Islands in which the surgeon writes of the medicinal uses of Chamousset’s products while on this maritime voyage. The work closes 
with an order from King Louis XV endorsing Chamousset’s sirops and pâtes and authorizing their production and sale in France and France’s colonies.

With an inscription in manuscript from the author to Dr. Dejean on the upper wrapper. Below the inscription is an early ownership stamp in 
red ink of the initials “C.H.” within a circle. 

In very good condition and in original state.
¶ OCLC: National Library of Medicine and five locations outside of the United States.



“Ô! Grande Puissance de l 'Orvié tan!”
– Molière

8. [CONTUGI, Jean-Louis.] Extrait du Privilege du 
Roy. Il est expressement défendu à tous Operateurs, 
& autres personnes, en dispensant leurs Médicamens, 
de se servir du nom d’Orvietan, ni contrefaire, ni le 
vendre, sur peine de mille livres d’amende, ainsi qu’il 
est mentionné és Lettres Royaux, sans l’expresse per-
mission dudit Contugi, Original Orvietan. Donné à 
Paris en la grande Chancellerie, le 9 Avril 1647. [Late 
17th century.]

Broadside: 35.9cm x 21.9cm. Numerous woodcuts surrounding the text. Pa-
per worn along edges and a few expert paper repairs. $4000.00



Unrecorded? The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this illustrated broadside announcing the healing powers of the secret remedy 
known as Orvietan (or Orviétan), a miraculous cure for poison and disease made from a blend of honey and white wine mixed with various herbs (some 
of which are mildly toxic).1 Printed in French, the broadside announces that the antidote is being sold by Jean-Louis Contugi, who can be found 
in his boutique “au bout du Pont-Neuf au coin de la rue Dauphine, à l’Enseigne du Soleil” in Paris. It is probable that this sheet was used both to 
announce Contugi’s product to the citizens of Paris, as well as to wrap around the boxed antidote when sold.2

We were able to locate one other broadside that mirrors our own. It is located in the Bibliothèque nationale de France and was also published in 
Paris on 9 April 1647.3 Interestingly, the main difference between the two is that our broadside lists Jean-Louis Contugi as the sole heir to the secret of 
the recipe for Orvietan, and the other one cites Christophle Contugi as the proprietor. Both share the same boutique address. They also both describe 
how they obtained the recipe from Jean Vitrario, who was the successor of “Hierosme [Gerolamo] Fer[r]anti,” the “Original Inventeur” of Orvietan.4 
According to Thomas Bertrand, though, Ferranti was only the person who brought Orvietan to France; the original recipe was actually from Orvieto, 
Italy, and it dates back to the late 16th century, when, in addition to being an antidote for poisons, it was also a popular cure for the plague.5 

It is most likely that Jean-Louis was the son of Christophle, as Christophle was the patriarch of the Contugi family. There are several surviv-
ing documents which associate Christophle Contugi to Orvietan in mid-17th century Paris, such as civil procedures taken out by other pharmacists 
against Contugi (or his widow) over the use of Orvietan.

For nearly a century, from 1647-1741, four successive generations of the Contugi family fought to extend and later preserve their exclusive privilege to sell the antidote known 
as orviétan. Touted primarily as a cure for all poisons, from the venom of vipers and rabid dogs, to human poisons like arsenic and pestilential diseases like plague and smallpox, 
orviétan came to be a sort of panacea for any number of lesser discomforts such as colic and digestion problems. The efforts of the family to preserve their exclusive legal privilege, 
 

1 Although the ingredients vary greatly from producer to producer, some of those most frequently used were garden angelica; healing wolfsbane; birthwort; bistort 
(a.k.a. snakeroot); sweet flag; Carline thistle; dittany; gentian; masterwort; black salsify; tormentil (related to strawberry, but non-fruit bearing); valerian; blessed this-
tle; dittany of Crete (an edible leafy shrub); rue; germander; laurel berries; juniper berries; cinnamon; cloves; viper meat; and the two concoctions mithridate (from 
Mithridates, 1st century BC) and theriac (from classical Greece).
2 In his dissertation, Orvietan et pratique de l’art dentaire en France aux 17ème et 18ème siecles (Nancy: 2010), Thomas Bertrand notes that these broadsides were used to wrap 
around lead containers of Orvietan (p. 17). He also reproduces a photograph of mid-17th century examples of these lead jars that are in the collection of the Ordre 
National des Pharmaciens in Paris (p. 21).
3 Privilège donné à Christophle Contugi le 9 avril 1647 pour un remède nommé Orvietan (the work can be viewed on Gallica).
4 Ferranti sold his Orvietan on the Pont-Neuf in Paris; see Bertrand, p. 13.
5 Ibid.



 first granted to the family patriarch, Christophe Contugi, in 1647, were also necessarily tied to their efforts to defend the hereditary medical secret of orviétan. Their repeated 
struggles illustrate how, even with the support of royal letters patent, the vendors of proprietary medicines in seventeenth century France were still engaged in a constant struggle with 
competitors, from the troupes of other medical charlatans to the apothecaries of the royal households and of the city of Paris. Such letters were perhaps the most powerful sources of 
authority available in the medical world of Ancien Régime France, but they were still not in themselves sufficient to wholly override the issues of legitimacy and exclusivity, which 
came up time and again in the recurrent legal battles that span the period of the family’s tenure of the privilege....The family patriarch, Christophe Contugi, was a “charlatan” in 
the classic sense of the word (that is, a vendor who peddled his drug through a stage-show in the market square).6  

In contemporary depictions of the street vendors who sold Orvietan, they often appear on a small stage, with dramatic costumes and props, to call 
out to the public and draw a crowd. Portrayals of these charlatans also appeared in plays, such as Molière’s L’Amour médecin, which was first performed 
for Louis XIV at Versailles approximately fifteen years later (22 September 1665). In Molière’s play, for which Jean-Baptiste Lully wrote the music, 
doctors seek a street charlatan selling Orvietan as a last-ditch effort to save the life of Lucinde, someone’s lovesick daughter. One hundred years after 
Molière, Voltaire also writes about Orvietan and associates its sale with theatrical troupes in his work entitled Pot-Pourri (1765), a comedy that pokes 
fun at superstitions. 

The woodcuts depict a variety of creatures and plants, including spiders; lizards; snakes; frogs; fish; scorpions; a pig swinging its tail; snails; 
and mushrooms. At the top, are the papal coat of arms to the left; in the center is Contugi’s symbol of a sun with the words “SALUS • UT SOL • 
SOLUS • UT SAL •” written around the perimeter;7 and the arms of Ferdinand of Bavaria to the right. 

In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

6 From the dissertation, Secret remedies and the rise of pharmaceutical monopolies in France during the first global age, (Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland: 2016) by 
Justin Rivest, pp. 15, 144.
7 Bertrand, p. 16.



With a Vitr io l i c  Essay on Hannah Glasse ’s  “Art of Cookery;”
Extremely Rare

9. COOK, Ann. Professed cookery. Newcastle: printed 
for the author, 1755.

8vo. Woodcut printer’s device, woodcut head and tailpieces, woodcut his-
toriated initial. x, 189, [9], 191-270, 269-296 pp. Contemporary calf, spine 
in six compartments with gilt lettering piece, light spotting on some pages, 
lacking half-title. $6000.00

The extremely rare Second Edition of this popular provincial English 
cookery book. Ann Cook was married to an inn-holder who’s character 
was wrongfully defamed by Hannah Glasse’s brother. The overwhelming-
ly positive responses to Glasse’s book The Art of Cookery must have been 
particularly jarring to Ann Cook, who had lost her financial stability due 
to this battle. In this second edition, Cook devotes seventy-five pages to 
denouncing Glasse, her arch-nemesis, taking great pains to paint her as 
a wanton plagiarist. In Cook’s opening gambit, she writes a poem about 
Glasse’s perfidy which includes this stanza:



She steal’s from ev’ry Author to her Book,
Infamously branding the pillag’d Cook,
With Trick, Booby, Juggler, Legerdemain,
Right pages to bear up vain Glory’s Train.

At the time these cookbooks were written, authors often “borrowed” recipes from earlier cookbooks. Such plagiarism, whether it be in print or man-
uscript, is one of the interesting stories in the textual transmission of recipe books.

...nearly half of the sixty or more books about cookery published in Britain during the eighteenth century were written by women or by men with women in mind. Many of the 
books resemble each other, offering similar recipes spiced with household hints and medical remedies. Indeed, authors often copied from one another, and more than one complained 
of plagiarism – Willan, The Cookbook Library, p. 204.

In her Professed cookery, Ann Cook has organized her 123 pages of recipes into the following sections: “BOILING; ROASTING; PASTRY; PRESERV-
ING; POTTING; PICKLING; MADE-WINES; GELLIES; And Part of CONFECTIONARIES.” Recipes include: “A Pokey Tongue;” “To dress 
Sheep Rumps;” “A French Bean Pye;” “A Ragoo of Ling;” “To pot Lampar Eels;” “To make a Cheshire Cheese Soop;” “An Herby Pudding;” “To make Queen 
cakes;” “To preserve Plumbs [and] To candy the above Plumbs;” “To make Cowslip Wine;” “To make Walnut Catchup;” “To pickle Dutch Cabbage;” “To make 
Biscuit Drops;” and many others.

Also included is a very unusual autobiographical section entitled “A Plan of Housekeeping” in which Cook describes her work as a house-ser-
vant, and then goes on to write about her family’s travails caused by Hannah Glasse’s brother.

With the bookplate of Alastair Robb-Smith (1908-2000) mounted onto the upper pastedown. Robb-Smith was a distinguished Oxford pathol-
ogist and polymath who  

had an extraordinary breadth of interests and expert knowledge....He brought scholarship to everything he studied or wrote about...[including] an account of the history of ice 
cream....[and] he produced a learned communication on Hannah Glass’s 18-century text on cooking. His skilful matching of the best food and wine for celebratory occasions was 
another particular talent. — John Ledingham, The Times, 15 March 2000.
 

Although lacking the half-title page, our copy does have a [9]-page index that is unrecorded in ESTC and OCLC. 
A very good copy of a scarce 18th-century provincial cookbook.
¶ ESTC & OCLC: Kansas State University, Michigan State University, Library of Congress, and two locations outside of the United States.



Extremely Rare & Sought After

10. [DAVID, Antoine.] [Drop-title:] Lettre sur la vigne, 
Écrite à Mr. L. B. de la T. D. par Mr. D. le 16 de 
Septembre 1772. [Bound with:] [DAVID, Antoine.] 
[Drop-title:] Seconde lettre sur la vigne. Écrite à M. 
L. B. de la T. D. par Mr. D. le 30 Mars 1775.

8vo. Headpieces made of typographic ornaments. 32 pp.; 2 p.l., 71 pp. Pe-
riod red morocco, triple gilt fillet around sides, single gilt fillet to edges, 
spine richly gilt in six compartments, all edges marbled, marbled endpapers.
 $9500.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITIONS of both works. In the 
first Lettre, Antoine David (1714-87) discusses the choice of the vine-stock; 
the quality of the terroir; which varieties to plant in which regions; and the 
trellising of the grapes during different periods of their development. Ear-
lier works are discussed as well as viticultural practices in specific regions, 
especially those of Provence.



There is a very interesting passage where David mentions an example of wine-making in the Americas and how when the wine returned to 
France, it tasted better than Bordeaux. 

Un autre exemple très-frappant au sujet du choix des raisins, est celui que nous fournit la vigne de Mr. Roux de Peipin; il a fait venir une quantité de ceps de vigne de Bourdeaux; 
le vin de sa plantation a été envoyé aux Isles de l’Amérique, & celui de quelques barriques qu’on en a rapporté à Marseille pour essai, a été trouvé à son retour, supérieur en qualité 
à celui de Bourdeaux. – p. 7.

Roughly translated to:

Another very striking example on the subject of the choice of grapes is that provided by the vineyard of Mr. Roux de Peipin; he brought in a quantity of vines from Bourdeaux; 
the wine from his plantation was sent to the Isles of America, and that of a few barrels that were brought back to Marseilles for testing, was found on his return to be superior in 
quality to that of Bourdeaux.

The first section of David’s Seconde lettre sur la vigne covers the viticultural work of Columelle and the pepinière, or nursery, for vine cultivation. The second 
section studies various viticultural and wine-making practices of the ancients including the Jews, the Greeks, and the Romans. This is followed by 
four pages of general observations including special mention of the wines from the “Isle de Candie” (Canada), Chios, (the fifth largest of the Greek 
islands), Spain, Italy, Provence, and Corinth (a city in Greece), as well as specific grape varieties. The third section is devoted to the Méthode des Modernes. 
Parts cover the way to make wine; the varieties planted; of decanting; the making of fortified wines; filling the barrels; and of the cave. 

¶ I. Chwartz, vol. 2, “D,” p. 65 (reproducing the drop-title page); OCLC: University of California (Davis), Hunt Institute, Cincinnati Historical 
Library, and one location in France. Not in Fritsch. 

¶ II. OCLC: University of California (Davis), Hunt Institute, Cincinnati Historical Library, and two locations in France. Not in Chwartz or Fritsch. 



Indigenous Mexican Foods and Cholera

11. ESCOBEDO Y AGUILAR, Pedro José Alcántara. Mét-
odo claro y sencillo para la precaucion y curacion de la 
epidemia del chólera-morbus. Mexico: Ignacio Cumpli-
do, 1833.

8vo. 17, [1 - blank] pp. Stitched as issued. $2500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this pamphlet on how to prevent infec-
tion from cholera as well as how to treat cholera when a doctor is not available. 
Much of the medical advice is dietary. In the introduction, Pedro José Alcán-
tara Escobedo y Aguilar (1798-1844) opines that cholera, of all diseases, proves 
that clean living is the best policy. He writes that in order to avoid infection, 
one must practice good conduct; a zealous cleaning regime; tranquility of the 
spirit; temperance in food and drink; and warm clothing. 

This pamphlet is divided into the following sections: causes of the dis-
ease; preliminary and secondary symptoms; grave symptoms; and the cures, 
which have dietary recommendations and injunctions. Among the foods which 
are listed as most harmful during illness are stews with rich sauces and irri-
table spices; salted or ground meats of pig, rabbit, goat and duck; pork rind; 
all fish; windy vegetables such as cabbage; and all fruit. Fermented beverages 
such as chicha (alcoholic beer made from corn); charape (made from cactus juice 
and brown sugar); sendechó (a ceremonial drink made from sprouted corn); pul-
que (made from the sap of the maguey plant); and tepache which is made from 
pineapple are considered to be injurious. Other damaging beverages are beer; 
cider; Champagne; wine with high alcohol content; and liqueurs.

Of the prohibited foods, many are native to Mexico. They include ejotes 
(green beans); nopales (the edible pads taken from the opuntia cactus); tunas 
(prickly pear, or fruit from the opuntia cactus); quelites (a word used for wild 
native edible greens that grow near other well irrigated vegetables); berdolagas 
(a type of quelite); zapotes (a sweet fruit whose name comes from the Nahuatl 



tzapotl); capulines (a native cherry); juil (a type of carp native to Mexican lakes); and mestlapique (a tamal that is stuffed with whole small fish, oven roasted 
and wrapped in a corn husk). A tamal is a Mexican dish dating back to the Aztecs, consisting of corn masa dough with a filling that can either be sweet 
or savory, then is traditionally steamed and wrapped in corn husks or banana leaves. Tamal comes from the Nahuatl, tamalii. 

Escobedo y Aguilar writes that when cholera has invaded a town, as soon as a person begins to feel symptoms such as headaches, or a slowing 
down or speeding up of blood circulation, they should begin to treat themselves immediately with a strict diet, abstinence, warm clothing, and rest.

The recommended diet consists of atole (a non-alcoholic traditional Mexican beverage made from masa harina, the type of corn flour that is 
traditionally used to make corn tortillas or tamales); broth; soup; mild unspiced stews made with veal, mutton, capon, hen, turkey, chickens, pigeon, or 
turtle dove meat; beans and rice in small portions between meals; biscuits without fat; bread; and tortillas (a thin unleavened flat bread first made by the 
peoples of Mesoamerica). Of sweets, wine and pulque, the author recommends moderation, and only watered down wine. Cold beverages are allowed 
to bring down elevated temperatures. 

This is followed by a list of recommended beverages:

Las bebidas que deben tomarse son: cocimientos de raiz de malva, ó de althea, ó de linasa, ó de goma con violeta, sauco ó borraja ó amapola, ó manzanilla por agua del tiempo y 
endulzados ligeramente con azúcar ó jarabe de goma por bebida á pozuelitos cada dos horas.

Roughly translated to:

The drinks that should be taken are: decoctions of mallow root, or althea (another name for mallow root), or linseed, or gum with violet, elderberry or borage or poppy, or 
chamomile in tepid water and slightly sweetened with sugar or gum syrup to be drunk out of pozuelitos every two hours.

As far as we can determine, pozuelos or pozuelitos are small ceramic vessels made out of very thick clay so that the person drinking out of them doesn’t 
burn their fingers. 

Interestingly, food is sometimes used as a heating device as well as a medicine. An example of this is a poultice which was to be made out of 
heated bread or rice or mallow root mixed with either opium or laudanum, and laid upon the stomach. 

The pamphlet closes with an injunction to the military to settle their troops outside of towns and cities before the cholera takes hold, and to 
make ready for possible outbreaks by locating any sewers, stagnant water, or garbage dumps, to clean or dry them out, and then burn the excess refuse. 
They are also charged with locating spaces that would be appropriate for converting into temporary hospitals and with fitting out the hospitals with 
beds, blankets, and apparatus to feed and treat patients. 

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Library of Congress, New York Academy of Medicine, University of California (Berkeley, San Francisco, and Los Angeles), College 

of Physicians, and two locations outside of the United States.



With a Bibl iography on Chi l l i e s

12. FINGERHUTH, Carl Anton. Monographia generis 
capsici. Düsseldorf: Arnz, 1832.

4to. Ten hand-colored lithograph plates. 32, iv pp. Original printed tan 
wrappers with decorative borders, slight wear to spine, text pages slightly 
foxed. $5700.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this Americanum, a monograph 
devoted to chillies. The chilli is indigenous to the Americas. It was 
gathered in the wild and cultivated by the Mesoamericans thousands 
of years before Columbus arrived in the New World. This work is 
handsomely illustrated with ten hand-colored lithograph plates of var-
ious species of capsicum (chillies). The rich shades of red, green and 
yellow remain bright and crisp.

The name chilli comes from the Nahuatl word chīlli, which means 
hot pepper.   

Wild chillies were being gathered and eaten in Mexico c.7000 BC, and were 
cultivated there before 3500 BC. Columbus probably came across them on his first 
voyage, and may have brought plants back to Europe. At any rate, the Spaniards 
and Portuguese took them to India and SE Asia within a few years, and they 
spread quickly to the Middle East, the Balkans, and Europe — to Italy by 1526, 
Germany by 1543, and Hungary...by 1569. – The Oxford Companion to Food, 
p.169.



The author, Carl Anton Fingerhuth (1798-1876), was a German physician 
and botanist. The work is divided into the following sections: the chem-
ical nature and medicinal use of chillies; the structure of their external 
parts; their essential characteristics; and how to find their gender. The 
author also writes on how to distinguish the various species, the main 
distinction being whether they are an oblong fruit, or a drooping fruit. 
This is followed by a bibliography on works which include information 
on chillies, starting with the 1506 edition of Carolus Clusius’ Exoticorum 
and ending with the 1832 edition of Nees and Ebermaier’s Handbuch der 
med.-pharmazeutischen Botanik. 

The Monographia includes the first known illustration of chilli chinense, 
captioned in the book as “chilli sinense Jacquin,” named after Nikolaus 
Joseph Freiherr von Jacquin, who was a Dutch physician, chemist, and 
botanist. 

With the early printed shelf label of Schloss Dyck mounted onto 
the upper wrapper and a publishers catalogue within a decorative border 
on the lower wrapper.

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Cornell, University of California (Berkeley & Los Angeles), 

Field Museum Library, Chicago Botanic Garden, University of Chicago, 
Harvard, National Agriculture Library, Missouri Botanical Garden, New 
York Botanical Garden, Amherst College, University of Michigan, and twen-
ty-two locations outside of the United States.



On the Therapeut i c  Propert i e s  of  Food

13. FRANCO, Francisco. Libro de enfermedades 
contagiosas. Seville: Alonso de la Barrera, 1569.

8vo. Ornate pictorial woodcut border on title page, woodcut decora-
tive initials. 4 p.l., LXXIX, [1] ll. Ornate early twentieth-century calf, 
ornate gilt roll pattern around sides, gilt centerpiece on upper board, 
spine gilt in six compartments, gilt dentelles, marbled endpapers, some 
early manuscript marginalia.  $9500.00

The very rare FIRST EDITION of this treatise of recommenda-
tions for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention for contagious dis-
eases, with much of interest to the culinary historian. The work is 
especially important as it is quite early for such a book to be written 
in a vernacular language. Contained in this work are sections on the 
therapeutic properties of bread, meat, fish, wine, and beer, as well 
as various medicinal plants. Franco provides recipes for the recom-
mended remedies and describes their administration. As a physician, 
Franco was also famous for not abandoning plague-ridden areas as 
the sickness passed through; instead, he chose to stay among the 
people to try to help them.

Franco advises against bloodletting as a cure for pestilential 
diseases (such as the plague). Rather, he recommends good hygiene 
and a healthy diet, both as a cure, and as a deterrent from future 
disease. He also recommends the burning of all infected clothing 
and belongings, and evacuation to the countryside, away from hot 
and dirty cities.

When discussing meat, he recommends eating roasted meat. 
There is an entire chapter on how to add water to wine in order to 
better digest it when one is struck with pestilential diseases. The 



chapter on beer is more of a chapter on those beverages which one should not drink when one is very ill, such as beer, cider, agua ardiente (hot water), 
and aloxa (mead). Franco writes about their stomach-heating properties and how they are not conducive to regaining one’s health. He also writes about 
the use of snow to cool these beverages so that they can be consumed safely. 

There is a chapter on fruit which is labeled correctly in the table of contents, but incorrectly on the actual pages (where it is listed as a chapter 
on meat, leaves l-lii). An early hand has helpfully crossed out “carnes” and written “frutas” in the margin. In this chapter the author cautions against 
eating beans and recommends eating slightly under-ripe peaches and apricots. Following this is a chapter with directions for making remedies for 
contagious diseases. One such recipe calls for honey, pomegranates and rosehips (bottom of leaf lii):

Para preservarse de calenturas que se hazen de humor podrido, importa mucho que el cuerpo este limpio, señaladamente el estomago: y para esto tengo yo un secreto singular, y no 
de mal sabor, que es usar de una miel rosada colada: la qual se ha de hazer de yguales partes de açucar, y de miel: ye de yguales partes de çumo de rosas, y çumo de granadas agras, 
y con estas quatro cosas se haze un medicamento agradable al gusto y muy provechoso, porque por razon de la miel, corta los humores viscosos, y el açucar hazelo mismo, aunque 
no tan poderosamente. 

Roughly translated to:

To protect yourself from fevers that will bring you down, it is very important that the body is clean, especially the stomach: and for this I have a singular secret, and not a bad 
tasting one, which is to use a strained pink honey: which has to be made of equal parts of sugar and honey: it is made of equal parts of rosehips, and bitter pomegranates, and with 
these four things a medicine that is pleasant to the taste and very useful is made, because of the honey it cuts viscous humours, and sugar does the same, although not as powerfully.

Franco graduated from university with a degree in medicine in 1543. He was a professor at the University of Alcalá until 1546, and was instrumental 
as well as ahead of his time in that he advised the draining of the marshy lagoons near the city, so as to avoid further plague caused by those stagnant 
waters. Between 1549 and 1555 he was the physician to King John III of Portugal and then spent some years traveling throughout Europe in order to 
learn more about his profession. In 1560, he was made a professor at the University of Seville. Franco was greatly intrigued by the potential medicinal 
properties of plants and was devoted to creating a botanical garden in Seville.

Interestingly, the unicorn was still a subject of medical discussion when this work was written. Franco writes in favor of the use of powder and 
shavings from unicorn horn as a cure for pestilential diseases. He also writes from a mystical viewpoint when he advises that during times of plague 
one should always eat the right side of a piece of meat before the left side, particularly in the case of a leg of mutton, or a shoulder or quarter of a goat.

The binding is particularly lovely with a skeleton holding a scythe as the central gilt ornament on each board. With a lovely woodcut border on 
the title page as well as the large ornate woodcut device of Sebastian Trujillo on the final leaf. 

In excellent condition. 
¶ OCLC: University of California (Los Angeles), Harvard, National Library of Medicine, and five locations outside of the United States.



The Firs t  Printed Work on Cool ing 
Wine with Snow

14. FRANCO, Francisco. Tractado de la nieve y 
del uso della. Seville: Alonso de la Barrera, 
1569.

8vo. Ornate pictorial woodcut border on title page, large woodcut 
decorative initials, large ornate woodcut device on the recto of 
the final leaf. xv, [1 - blank] ll. Gilt-panelled calf, gilt-stamped 
decoration to the center of each panel, spine gilt and decorated 
in six compartments, early manuscript doodles to final blank leaf.
 $10,000.00



The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this work on using snow to cool wine. This was the first European work to examine the use of snow for 
medical and gastronomic purposes. Doctors had been debating for centuries whether or not snow could be harmful to the body and many thought 
that cooling drinks with snow could make a person sick. Avicenna (Persian philosopher Ibn Sina), Hippocrates and Galen all frowned on the use of 
snow, but not on the concept of cold drinks. In this book, Franco writes in favor of the use of snow, saying that not only is it not harmful, but that it 
is in fact a necessary tool. His only stipulations are that it should not be used by the elderly, anyone under the age of fourteen, nor by anyone with a 
cough. He also writes about the Muslim origin of cooling techniques and making sorbets. His method for cooling beverages is to first put one’s drink 
of choice in a glass, and then cover it with a silver lid and put snow on top of the lid. 

Francisco Franco (1515-1569) graduated from university with a degree in medicine in 1543. He was a professor at the University of Alcalá until 1546, and 
was instrumental as well as ahead of his time in that he advised the draining of the marshy lagoons near the city, so as to avoid further plague caused by those 
stagnant waters. Between 1549 and 1555 he was the physician to King John III of Portugal and then spent some years traveling throughout Europe in order to 
learn more about his trade. in 1560 he was made a professor at the University of Seville. Writing from the perspective of one who has endured the intense heat 
of Seville, Franco argues that drinking cooled beverages is a healthy antidote to disease.

With a lovely woodcut border on the title page as well as the large ornate woodcut device of Sebastian Trujillo on the recto of the final leaf.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: National Library of Medicine, New York Academy of Medicine, and two locations outside of the United States.



The Free Breakfast  Program

15. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.)The 
Black Panther Black Community News Service 
[continuing as: Black Panther Intercommunal 
News Service]. Oakland: Black Panther Party, 
1968-1980.

Dimensions vary: 38.5cm x 29.5cm to 46cm x 30cm. Eighty-seven 
issues, profusely illustrated, some issues slightly worn. $15,000.00

First & Only Editions. A large and extensive collection of  
the Black Panther Party newspaper, with an assortment of over 
one hundred and fifty articles, artwork, and photographs related 
to food. Subjects include the Free Breakfast Program; the Survival 
Programs; capitalism and how it contributes to hunger; food in-
dustry exploitation of the Black community; the Black Communi-
ty Survival Conference; a Maori Panther group in New Zealand; 
and starving people in Africa. 

The Black Panther Party Breakfast Program was begun in 
Oakland, California, in January of 1969. It then rapidly spread to 
Black Panther chapters in thirty different cities around the United 
States. It was the Panther’s first and most successful community 
program. The earliest announcement of the program appears in 
Vol. II, no. 5 (September 7, 1968). In that issue, the Black Pan-
thers request that volunteers who can “work every morning or 
every other morning” sign up to help, and they ask “all businesses 
throughout the Black Community to donate all necessary food and 
utensils to prepare the foods, for school children.”



The Black Panther Party is calling on all mothers, and others who want to work with this revolutionary program of making sure that our young, going to school, have full stomach[s] 
before going to school in the morning. The schools and the Board of Education should have had this program going on a long time ago. How can our children learn anything when 
most of their stomachs are empty?...LET’S DO IT NOW. Support this part of the Black Panther Party Program.

By the end of January, 1969, the program was up and running. 
J. Edgar Hoover, then FBI director, was staunchly opposed to the Breakfast Program as he could see that it was spreading support for the Black 

Panther Party to liberal Whites and moderate Blacks, not to mention all of the children finally receiving nourishment at a time when the national 
school lunch program only provided reduced-price lunches to the poor. Hoover successfully shut down the Free Breakfast Program by the early 1970’s, 
using such brute force tactics as FBI and police raids, arrests, and assassination of Panther leaders. By that time, however, the Free Breakfast Program 
had brought national attention to the need for free meals for children, and by 1975, Congress passed an expansion of the USDA’s national School 
Breakfast Program to all public schools and ensured that the program stay permanently in place. 

Vol. III, nos. 20 and 22 (September 6 and 20, 1969) are printed dos-à-dos with the newspaper Basta Ya. This newspaper was written and created by 
Los Siete de la Raza. Los Siete published these issues in collaboration with the Black Panthers. They embraced the Black Panther Survival Program concepts 
and spread political awareness among the Latino community in the Mission district in San Francisco. They also began free food programs and a free 
legal clinic called Raza Centro Legal. Included in the two Basta Ya newspapers in this collection are articles about Latino food programs comparable to 
the Free Breakfast Program. One program was called La Raza Breakfast Program and the other was called People’s Breakfast Program. Both held their 
peripatetic free food gatherings in the Mission district in San Francisco. In further defense of this food program there is a letter written to “The Sis-
ters” urging women to join the men of Los Siete on an equal footing, and to put more thought and effort into the Breakfast Program “because united 
we will work to conquer all the problems of the community and the people.” Yolanda López was the art director of Basta Ya and was highly influenced 
by Emory Douglas’ work for The Black Panther Community News Service.

The Black Community Survival Conference took place between 29 and 31 March, 1972 in Oakland and Berkeley, California. There, Black Pan-
ther Chairman Bobby Seale spoke to the people about “Uniting to vote for survival, to work for survival, [and] to organize for survival.” The Black 
Panthers gave out ten thousand free bags of groceries at this event. They also tested over thirteen thousand people for sickle cell anemia and registered 
over eleven thousand people to vote. There are announcements for this event in volume VIII, nos. 1 and 2 which are in this collection.

Huey P. Newton, founder of the Black Panther Party, described the Panther’s community programs in the following terms:

We recognized that in order to bring the people to the level of consciousness where they would seize the time, it would be necessary to serve their interests in survival by developing 
programs which would help them to meet their daily needs…these programs satisfy the deep needs of the community but they are not solutions to our problem. That is why we call 
them survival programs, meaning survival pending revolution.8

8 Huey P. Newton, To Die for the People: The Writings of Huey P. Newton, New York: Random House, 1972, p. 104. “Survival pending revolution” later became the title of 
Paul Alkebulan’s history of the Black Panther Party (first ed.: 2007).



Emory Douglas held the title of Minister of Culture and Revolutionary Artist of the Black Panther Party from 1967 to the early 1980s. He designed 
the Black Panther Party Newspaper utilizing a unique combination of graphic design, illustration, photo collage, cartoon, and text, embracing the 
power of revolutionary imagery to inspire political consciousness in everyday people. As Douglas has noted of his works from that time: “The 
people saw themselves in the artwork. They became the heroes. They could see their uncles in it. They could see their fathers or their brothers and 
sisters in the art.”9

The collection also includes volume XX, no. 9 (September 1980), the final issue of The Black Panther Intercommunal News Service. Ideological differ-
ences amongst party members and the FBI’s continued attacks on Black Panther Party members, as well as their sabotaging the paper’s distribution, 
were major factors in the termination of the newspaper. In this issue, the focus is on organizing “against police brutality” and on “World hunger: a 
growing crisis.”

From the collection of Samuel Brooks, of Oakland, California, known in the Bay Area Black community as a local keeper of history.
In good to very good condition. 

The issues included in this collection are:
Vol. II, No. 5, September 7, 1968.
Vol. II, No. 18, December 21, 1968.
Vol. II, No. 30, April 20, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 1, April 27, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 2, May 4, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 4, May 19, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 5, May 25, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 6, May 31, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 7, June 7, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 8, June 14, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 9, June 21, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 11, July 5, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 12, July 12, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 13, July 19, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 14, July 26, 1969.
Vol. “II” [III], No. 18, August 23, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 20, September 6, 1969.

9 Taken from text written by the curator Eungie Joo about the work of Emory Douglas in the show “Bay Area Walls” at SFMOMA.

Vol. III, No. 21, September 13, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 22, September 20, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 23, September 27, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 25, October 11, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 27, October 25, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 29, November 8, 1969.
Vol. III, No. “29” [30], November 15, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 31, November 22, 1969.
Vol. III, No. 32, November 29, 1969.
Vol. IV, No. 3, December 20, “1967.”
Vol. IV, No. 4, December 27, 1969.
Vol. IV, No. 6, January 10, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 8, January 24, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 9, February 7, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 13, February 28, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 16, March 21, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 17, March 28, 1970.



Vol. IV, No. 27, June 6, 1970.
Vol. IV, No. 28, June 13, 1970.
Vol. V, No. 17, October 24, 1970.
Vol. V, No. 19, November 7, 1970.
Vol. V, No. 21, November 21, 1970.
Vol. VI, No. 1, January 30, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 2, February 6, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 3, February 13, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 9, March 27, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 10, April 3, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 11, April 10, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 12, April 17, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 15, May 8, 1971.
Vol. VI, No. 16, May 15, 1971.
Vol. VII, No. 19, June 5, 1971.
Vol. VII, No. 21, June 19, 1971.
Vol. VII, No. 22, June 26, 1971.
Vol. VII, No. 23, July 3, 1971.
Vol. VIII, No. 1, March 25, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 2, April 1, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 4, April 15, 1972. 
Vol. VIII, No. 5, April 22, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 6, April 29, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 7, May 6, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 8, May 13, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 9, May 20, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 10, May 27, 1972.

Vol. VIII, No. 11, June 3, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 12, June 10, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 13, June 17, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 14, June 24, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 15, July 1, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 16, July 8, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 18, July 22, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 21, August 12, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 22, August 19, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 23, August 23, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 28, September 30, 1972.
Vol. VIII, No. 29, October 7, 1972.
Vol. IX, No. 1, October 21, 1972.
Vol. IX, No. 27, April 21, 1973.
Vol. X, No. 14, August 18, 1973. 
Vol. XI, No. 6, February 2, 1974.
Vol. XI, No. 10, March 2, 1974.
Vol. XI, No. 11, March 9, 1974.
Vol. XI, No. 16, April 13, 1974.
Vol. XII, No. 16, November 9, 1974.
Vol. XV, No. 5, May 15, 1976.
Vol. XV, No. 7, May 29, 1976.
Vol. XV, No. 8, June 5, 1976.
Vol. XVI, No. 29, June 4, 1977. 
Vol. XX, No. 4, March 24, 1980.
Vol. XX, No. 9, September 1980.



A San Francisco Col l e c t ive Issues 
a Radical  Food Magazine

16. (GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Turnover: the newsletter of the People’s Food System. San Francisco: 
Newsletter Collective, 1976-1978.

Thirteen issues: 22cm x 18cm. Each issue containing numerous illustrations in the text. Each issue ranging from 29-43 pp. Saddle-stitched in printed 
colored wrappers, foxing to all edges, portion of lower wrapper of two issues cut away. Price for the group: $1500.00

FIRST & ONLY EDITION of thirteen issues of the San Francis-
co-based radical food magazine Turnover, published by the Newsletter 
Collective between 1976 and 1978. The magazine covered topics such 
as food for the poor; how special interests influence national food 
policy; how current agricultural guidelines are unsustainable; and the 
politics of various food choices.

Turnover began as The Storefront Extension which consisted of issues 
numbers 1-8, and then was transformed into Turnover which continued 
with the numbering from its  previous iteration. It was published by a 
group of people who were part of the People’s Food System in San Fran-
cisco. The main goals of this group were to make good local food available 
to everyone at reasonable prices and to embrace diversity in their staff-
ing. To begin with, there was a network begun by communes and food 
radicals called The Food Conspiracy. This provided a single distribution 
system to homes of otherwise spread-out whole food sources such as bulk 
grains and organic produce, much like the CSA boxes some of us enjoy 
today. This lead to larger groups organizing and forming grocery co-ops 
which became known collectively as the People’s Food System, a network 
of stores in the Bay Area that were trying to provide food for people who 
were interested in making a link between what they ate and radical social 
change. An essential part of the People’s Food System was Turnover maga-
zine. Below is an extract from an article written by Pam Pierce, one of the 
founding members of the People’s Food System and Turnover magazine:



Turnover was a ‘quadruple entendre.’ It referred to the turnover of goods in the store, to the filled pastry, to turning the soil to plant crops, and also to the Chinese word Fanshen, 
which meant turnover in the sense of a revolution. Later we changed the new magazine’s name to Turnover: Magazine of Politics and Food. We continued to carry news and 
information about the Food System, but also articles about specific foods, food history, food economics, and food politics. We also ran information about political issues such as a 
strike at canneries in the Central Valley and the struggle to save low-income housing in the International Hotel in San Francisco. There were, all told, 19 issues of Turnover....

The Turnover collective consisted of 3-5 regulars and several volunteers per issue, bu in fact, unlike members of other Food System collectives, we were all volunteers. We paid for 
each issue out of sales of the last one, with nothing left for wages....The magazine was printed on legal-sized paper folded over and stapled in the middle, with a colored paper cover, 
typed on an IBM Selectric typewriter, pasted up with rubber cement, and run off by collective members and volunteers on a small printing press. We had plenty of line drawings, 
charts, maps, and black and white photos, and often included cartoons, poems, and recipes.10

Issue 13 is titled “Politics of Food Primer” and prints a glossary of food activism, which defines terms such as “agribusiness;” “commodity foods;” 
“FDA;” herbicides;” “imperialism;” “organically grown;” and “WIC program.” It also contains articles on the politics of organically grown food, 
world hunger, and the Native American food culture of the southwest (with recipes for Pueblo and Hopi dishes). Issue 16 is about “Women” and 
includes a food guide for pregnant vegetarians. The “Prison” issue (number 17) has an article on food behind bars, and interestingly, an article on 
cooking with seaweed. Issue 18 is titled “Looking at America: A Class Society.” It has an article on coffee’s effects on the body and its socioeconomics. 

Issues 20-21, and 23-24 are written in Spanish and English. Issue 20 has an article about “food in Cuba” and “facts behind the fiber fad.” Issue 
21 is about the work of the United Farm Workers and Cesar Chavez to provide living wages to migrant workers in the United States, and fair legal 
representation. Issue 22 has articles on Apartheid as well as “Genocide by Starvation-Malnutrition in South Africa.” Issue 23 covers U.S. imperialism 
in Puerto Rico. Issue 24 is a “study of power as it affects what we are taught about nutrition.” Issue 25 has an article on “Racism in U.S. Education” 
and another on an organization in San Francisco called Kimochi who’s primary goal is to provide food, education, and care for elderly Japanese Amer-
icans. Lastly, issue 26 is about “Gay Oppression: A Socialist Perspective;” nitrites; carbohydrates; and includes an article entitled “Lesbian Mother’s 
Struggle Continues.” 

Also included in this group of Turnover magazines are two special issues on sugar, bringing to light how insidious sugar is in prepared foods, 
and how to read grocery store labels to determine the sugar level in products. There are two recipes for sugar-free treats at the end of the magazines: 
“Fruit Yogurt Dessert,” and “Sesame Bread.”

All issues in good condition.
¶ OCLC: San Francisco Public Library, University of California (Davis), Michigan State University, Texas A & M, and Wisconsin Historical 

Society Library; it’s not clear which nor how many issues these libraries have. 

10 Pam Pierce, “A personal history of the San Francisco People’s Food System” in Ten years that shook the system: San Francisco 1968-1978, Carlsson & Elliott, eds. p. 235.



With an 18th-Century Ownership Inscr ipt ion 
from One Woman to Another

17. GLASSE, Hannah. The Compleat confectioner: or, 
the whole art of confectionary made plain and easy. 
London: Mrs. Ashburner’s China Shop [et al.], c.1760.

8vo. Headpiece and decorative initial printed using typographical orna-
ments. iv, 304, xvi pp. Contemporary calf, spine gilt in six compartments,  
edges with a gilt roll pattern. $9500.00

The surprisingly rare FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE of The Com-
pleat confectioner. Hannah Glasse (1708-1770), was “the best-known English 
cookery writer of the 18th century.” – Oxford Companion to Food. Her first 
cook book, The Art of Cookery, was enormously successful. It “went through 
no fewer than seventeen editions between 1747 and 1803.” – Culinary Biog-
raphies. What made Glasse stand out as a writer was her ability to give the 
reader the sense that she was in the kitchen with them and to simplify the 
recipe so that it was comprehensible to servants and their mistresses who 
were directing operations in the kitchen. Before Glasse, English recipes 
were primarily written for professional male cooks. Glasse changed that.



At the time when Compleat confectioner was written, books devoted entirely to sweet recipes and sugar work for the home cook were virtually 
unknown. “With her usual prescience, Hannah Glasse...jumped in to explore confectionery for the housewife in depth. The Compleat Confectioner...is a 
remarkably down-to-earth compilation, justifying its sub-title of ‘The Whole Art of Confectionary Made Plain and Easy.’”11  As Glasse writes in her 
note to “The Housekeepers of Great Britain and Ireland:”

LADIES, THERE is, perhaps, no book more wanted than a Compleat Confectioner: Several little pieces have been written on this subject, but none on a plan extensive 
enough for general use. Ladies who reside chiefly in the country, where they have no opportunity of procuring things from a Confectioner, must very sensibly feel the want of such 
a book as this; and those who have hitherto bought of the Confectioners, will soon find, that a vast expense is to be saved by the use of this book; which is compiled, partly from the 
manuscripts of a very old experienced housekeeper to a family of the first distinction; and partly from my own experience.  

There are 251 pages of confectionary recipes. Included are “Directions for making ROCK-WORKS and CANDIES” (including methods for can-
dying fruit and flowers); “Biscuits;” “RICH CAKES;” “CREAMS, CUSTARDS, JELLIES;” “WHIP SYLLABUBS, and CHEESECAKES of all 
Sorts;” “SYRUPS of all kinds;” “MILK PUNCH that will keep twenty Years;” and “KNICKKNACKS and TRIFLES for DESERTS.” There are 
also twenty-two “bills-of-fare” (table settings) for dressing out a dessert as a “pretty amusement” for country ladies. 

Also included are methods for distilling spirits using sugar, raisins, and cider. Glasse’s final word on distilling is a favorable mention of Bo-
erhaave’s art of distilling, for the amusement of ladies in their own apartments, which she describes as “one of the neatest, compleatest things ever 
invented.” There are recipes for mead; sage, quince, and birch wines; and the spiced wine called malmsey, along with others. 

As this book seems to have been written with more remote readers in mind, there are also a number of herbal remedies and practical recipes. 
These include pastes to mend glass and china and a method for removing mildew from linen. There are recipes “To make plague water” (which calls 
for nutmeg, cloves, and mace to which a choice from fifty-six roots, flowers, and seeds may be added); “Histerical water” (to prevent fits and fainting); 
“Wormwood water” (for stomachache); and “Lady Hewett’s Water” (said to have the capability to “almost revive from death”).

The headpiece and the first decorative initial are interesting in that they are made through the use of typographical ornaments instead of wood-
cuts or engravings.

With a lovely inscription on the upper pastedown: “Ann Lee her book August 12 1782...Given her by Mrs. Haydon.” Hannah Glasse’s signature 
is in woodcut facsimile at the end of the dedication and on the upper margin of page one.

In very good condition. 
¶ OCLC: Colonial Williamsburg, Harvard, New York Public Library, Library of Congress, and four locations outside of the United States. 

11 Anne Willan, The Cookbook Library, p.215.



An Early Seasonal Cookbook

18. HARRISON, Sarah. The House-keeper’s pocket-book, and 
compleat family cook. [London]: Printed for T. Worrall, 1733.

8vo. Woodcut headpieces, decorative initials, and twenty full-page wood-
cut place setting illustrations. [3], vi-xii, 217, [3] pp. Contemporary blind-
stamped calf, spine gilt in six compartments, expertly re-backed in the style 
of the period and retaining the original red morocco spine label with gilt title. 
 $7500.00

The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this early 18th-century English household 
and cookery book. The author begins with a treasure trove of simple ingredients to 
be kept available in one’s pantry, and then writes that her menus have been thought-
fully arranged by month in order that the ingredients be available according to their 
season. There are twenty full-page woodcut illustrations showing table settings for 
coursed-out bills of fare and thirty-seven “Receipts in Physick.” When speaking 
about stocking the kitchen, she writes:

I...advise you to lay in a store of Spices,...[such] as Nutmegs, Cloves, Mace, Cinnamon, Ginger, 
Jamaica Pepper, Black Pepper, and Long Pepper; that you may have every one ready at Hand, 
and for the sweet Herbs, you should always have them dry by you, kept in paper Bags from the 



Dust; such as Red Sage, Thyme, Sweet-marjoram, Mint, Pennyroyal, or all such others as you may want to season any Dish you are about to prepare; neither ought you to be 
without Shallots, Onions and such like, besides Orange and Lemon Peal dry’d, and Capers, Pickl’d Walnuts, Pickl’d Cucumbers, Cucumbers in Mango, Anchovies, Olives, Pickl’d 
Mushroom, or Mushrooms dry’d and poweder’d, or Kitchup, or Mushroom Juice, or Mushroom kitchup; but if you have a garden, then most of the sweet Herbs may be gathered at 
any time, except the Mint or the Pot sweet Marjoram, which last are not good in the cold Weather. –- pp. 2-3.

In addition to this excellent list, the author writes that she assumes that all households  already have currants, raisins, and sugar.
Chapters II through XIII summarize what Harrison advises as being seasonally suitable, month by month. In the preface she writes:

...the Bill of Fare is a new and admirable contrivance, to supply at one View, the frugal Mistress of a Family with a perfect knowledge of every thing that is in Season; so that she has 
nothing more to do than to select what is fittest for the Table, and the Receipts at first Sight direct how, and in what manner, it may be Drest so as to give the greatest Satisfaction.

Once she paints a picture of what to cook and bake throughout the year, the author devotes one hundred thirty-six pages to recipes. There are recipes 
for “Umble Pye;” “A Bisk of Pidgeons;” “To Pickle Oysters;” “To pot Chare or Trouts;” “Asparagus Soup;” “Red Quince Marmelade;” “A fine Bread 
Pudding;” “Elder Wine;” “Orange Wine;” and many others.

The twenty woodcut illustrations of table settings helpfully describe how to display various courses, keeping in mind that some households are 
smaller than others. For example, there is a two-page spread which demonstrates the first and second courses for a dinner which includes “five in a 
course.” In this dinner, the two courses show two large dishes flanking three smaller dishes. “Soup to be removed for Carp Stew’d, Beans and Bacon, 
Sallad, Fricassee, and Chine of Veal” to be followed by “Partridges or Roasted Capons, Pease or Veal Sweetbreads, Tarts, Fry’d Pasties, and Rabits or 
Wild Ducks.” There are also settings for “Regalia for a Sideboard;” fruit courses; and dinners where there are two courses with either two or three in 
a course. 

Included in the “Receipts in Physick” section are recipes for “A Drink to prevent the Plague;” “Dr. Gibbon’s Receipt for a Consumption, instead 
of Asses Milk;” “To make Cholick Wine;” “An approved outward Remedy for the Gout;” and “A safe and universal purging Potion.”

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Winterthur Library, Kansas State University, and two locations outside of the United States.



A Fine Copy of an Important and Early Work 
in Cali fornia Wine History

19. HUSMANN, George. Grape culture and wine-mak-
ing in California. San Francisco: Payot, Upham & 
Co., 1888.

8vo. Thirty-eight illustrations in the text. ix, [10]-380 pp. Original blind-
ruled brown publisher’s cloth with gilt-stamped spine and grape design on 
upper board, one natural paper flaw on one corner (not affecting text), one 
small marginal piece torn away on another leaf (also not affecting text).
 $2500.00

FIRST & ONLY EDITION. Husmann (1827-1902) was born in Ger-
many and immigrated to the United States in 1837, eventually settling 
in Missouri where he became a much respected scientist, author, and 
professor of horticulture at the University of Missouri, earning the label, 
“father of the Missouri grape industry.” However, his influence on the 
industry was not limited to Missouri. Husmann and several other Mis-
souri grape growers were credited with “saving the French wine industry” 
in the 1870s by sending millions of cuttings from Missouri grape vines 
to graft with French vines to resist the Phylloxera disease, which was 
ravaging French vineyards at the time. Two monuments still remain in 
Montpelier honoring Husmann and the other Missouri grape growers 
for their critical work. 

In 1881, Husmann moved to Napa Valley and became a key figure in 
the rapidly expanding wine industry in California. As Thomas Pinney states 
in A History of wine in America, “That California claimed him at last is no dis-
credit to the rest of the country. I note it here only as completing his role as 
symbolic instance of the progress of American winegrowing in the century, 
a progress in which California was surely the culminating stage.”—p. 395.  



This is Husmann’s only work solely devoted to California. The 
book is divided into two sections. The first section is titled, “Grape Cul-
ture,” and covers topics such as the history and propagation of grapes and 
the financial considerations of starting a vineyard in California. It also 
includes an interesting section on hiring women to work in the vineyards, 
in which the author states, “they would earn from $1 to $1.50 per day, and 
I would not pay them a cent less than men, because they are women, and 
generally work cheaper; but think them entitled to full pay.” No doubt a 
radical statement at the time. 

The second section, “Wine-Making in California,” covers steps and 
tips for making, bottling, and storing wine as well as the future of the 
industry. At the end is a fun collection of wine songs.  

This is a particularly fine copy. 
¶ Cagle 395; Gabler 24700; Strehl 82. Not in Bitting or Brown.  



The Feeding of the Five Thousand

20. (ILLUMINATED leaf.) [Illustration of The Feeding of the five thousand. Saint Augustine, Alsace or Strasbourg, 
c.1460-c.1470.]

8.2cm x 10.5cm. Brightly colored pigment and gold leaf on vellum, manuscript on verso, somewhat cockled (not affecting paint), small scuff at lower 
margin, small flake of gold missing from upper margin. $9500.00

An extremely rare & handsome, hand painted 15th-century historiated initial depicting the bible story of “the feeding of the five thousand.” Featured 
in this illumination is a large letter “M” (most probably the opening of “Miracula Quae fecit Dominus...” of Saint Augustine’s Tractate 124). The first 
arch of the “M” frames an image of men, women, and children being fed and having their thirst quenched near a creek. Interestingly, a small white 
dog with a red ribbon around its neck is depicted in the foreground, lapping water from the stream. (In biblical discourse, the dog often represents 

gluttony and savagery.) Under the second arch of the “M,” Jesus is pictured holding a basket 
of bread and is flanked by two apostles holding a plate of fish and a loaf of bread. 

This work may have originated in Strasbourg, Germany, in the 1460s. Copies 
of the Gutenberg Bible received illumination and binding in parts of Germa-

ny, Austria, Central Europe, Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and Spain. The 
Hopetoun-Young copy of the Gutenburg Bible was used as the setting 

copy in a Strasbourg printing shop in the late 1460’s and its very fine 
illuminated initials closely match the style of this piece.12 Characteris-
tic are the French designs of the letters with scrolling acanthus leaves 
and finely doted lines defining the body of the leaves. In the Middle 
Ages, Strasbourg was under the control of the Holy Roman Empire 
and the style of the expressive figures was decidedly German.

With a small portion of the text from Sainte Augustine’s Trac-
tate 124 on the verso in a late gothic hand. 

In very good condition and just stunning.

12 Paul Needham, A Gutenberg Bible Used as Printer’s Copy by Heinrich Eggestein in Stras-
sburg, ca. 1469.



“Few Books in My Entire Library Do I Prize More” 
– Pennel l

21. [KETTILBY, Mary.] A Collection of above three hundred receipts 
in cookery, physick and surgery. London: Wilkin, 1714. 

8vo. Woodcut head and tailpieces, woodcut decorative initials. 8 p.l., 218, [13], [1 blank] pp. 
Contemporary Cambridge panelled calf, spine in six compartments, blind-stamped deco-
rative border, blind fillet, some shadowing to the pastedowns due to binding, pages lightly 
browned. $4000.00

A very good copy of the FIRST EDITION of this popular early 18th-century English 
cookbook. Recipes include “Thin Cream Pan-cakes, call’d a Quire of Paper;” “To Pickle 
Mackaral, call’d Caveach;” “Scotch-Collops, a very good way;” and “To Candy any Sort of 
Flowers.” The medicinal recipes occupy pages 123-218 and include “A very good Snail-Wa-
ter, for a Consumption;” a poultice of saffron, rosemary, and egg yolk for a headache; and 
a recipe for walnut water to reduce a fever. 

 
I can assure you, that a Number of very Curious and Delicate House-wives Clubb’d to furnish out this 
Collection, for the Service of Young and Unexperienc’d Dames, who may from hence be Instructed in the 
Polite Management of their Kitchins, and the Art of Adorning their Tables with a Splendid Frugality. 
Nor do I despair but the Use of it may descend into a Lower Form, and teach Cookmaids at Country 
Inns to serve us up a very agreeable Meal.... – from the Preface. 

In very good condition and in a handsome contemporary binding.
¶ ESTC: British Library, Dr. Williams Library, Edinburgh University, National Li-

brary of Scotland, Oxford, John Rylands University Library (Manchester), Leeds, Duke 
University, Huntington Library, University of North Carolina, University of Pennsyl-
vania, University of Texas, State Library of South Australia to which OCLC adds the 
following locations: University of Aberdeen, Detroit Public Library, Indiana University, 
Auburn University (Alabama), and the Wellcome Library; Maclean p. 79, Oxford p. 54 
(“admirably fitted for domestic use”); Pennell pp. 45-46, 58, 146. 



The Most Rich ly I l lustrated Engl i sh Cookery Book to Date, 
by the Chef to the Stuarts

22. LAMB, Patrick. Royal-Cookery: or, the Compleat 
Court-Cook. London: Nutt & Roper, 1716.

8vo. Forty engraved plates (35 of which are folding), woodcut historiated 
initials, printed headpieces using typographical ornaments. 4 p.l., 302, [10] 
pp. Contemporary Cambridge panelled calf, blind-stamped decorative bor-
der, blind fillet, red-speckled edges. $3750.00

The very much expanded Second Edition of Lamb’s famous work on 
court cookery, the most profusely illustrated English cookery cook to 
date. The first edition had only thirty-four plates and was less than half 
as long. In the preface, Lamb notes that in the act of making this book 



friendly to a wider audience (taking the main focus away from the royal kitchens), he has added more than five hundred new recipes to this edition. 
Recipes are also designed to be more economical. As Lamb provides descriptions for some of the more commonly used French terms in his book, 
such as bisque, entrements, and hors-d’oeuvres, we also see evidence of the English shift in 18th-century cooking towards continental cuisine.

Described on the title page as “Near Fifty Years Master-Cook to their late Majesties King Charles II, King James II, King William and Queen 
Mary, and Queen Anne,” Lamb was perhaps the most famous English cook of his period. 

Patrick Lambe’s claim to be a royal cook was completely justified in that, though we know nothing about his personal life, examination of the royal household accounts proves that 
he was associated with the Court from birth to the grave. Once introduced to the Court of Whitehall he stayed there until it burnt to the ground, and died only five years before the 
last Stuart sovereign. – Aylett & Ordish, First Catch Your Hare, p. 93. 

Despite Lamb’s best intentions to make his second edition accessible to “private Gentlemen,” it remained a classic in elaborate English cooking. 

It was not long before Royal Cookery set the fashion in culinary affairs for those who could afford to follow its extravagant advice. The chefs in charge of the kitchens of the 
wealthiest aristocrats and landowners in the early part of the eighteenth century were soon designating their dishes for the larger banquets as being “after Queen Anne’s fashion.” 
Few others could possibly afford to emulate the vast spreads of exotic and costly foods which Lambe so often called for in his book of royal recipes. – Quale, Old Cook Books, 
pp. 63-64.

With forty copper engraved plates illustrating table settings for grand occasions such as coronations, weddings, and balls at court as well as “City-
Feasts,” with templates for tables seating from twenty to eighty-three persons. There are also bills of fare for January through December.

A very good copy.
¶ Bitting p. 271 (for the first ed.); Cagle 810; Maclean p. 88; Oxford pp. 52-53 (first ed.); Vicaire col. 490.



The Firs t  Monograph on Cheese

23. [LANDI, Giulio.] Formaggiata di Sere Stentato al Serenissimo Re della Virtude. [Stampata in Piasenza [Venice] 
Per Ser Grassino Formaggiaro [Gabriele Giolito De Ferrari], 1542.]

Small 4to. One historiated woodcut initial. 21 (misnumbered as “17”), [1], [2 - blank] ll. Collation: A-F4. Period tan morocco, triple gilt fillet around 
sides, central blind-stamped medallion on the upper and lower boards, raised bands, single gilt fillet to spine, title lettered in gilt on spine, all edges gilt, 
gilt dentelles, marbled endpapers, very small hole to A3 affecting one letter on each page (sense still clear), expert paper repair to the first and final printed 
leaves. $20,000.00

The exceptionally rare FIRST EDITION of the earliest monograph on cheese; only two other copies are recorded in the United States, one of which 
is incomplete (see below).

Sere Stentato (roughly translated as “Sir Stunted,” though this may also be an anagram), has written this humorous gastronomic study on formaggio 
piacentino, the local cheese from Piacenza which was “the first cheese to be universally praised in southern Europe” (The Cambridge World History of Food, 
vol. II, p. 1209). While singing the cheese’s praises, Sere Stentato focuses not only on its perfection in “cheese-ness” and nutritional qualities, but also 



its physical qualities (including its shapes) and the reason for its greatness: the 
snowy salt of Piacenza, the fineness of Piacenza’s pastures, the superiority of 
their cows, and the quality of the milk produced there. He also makes mention 
of the various soups, salami (including cervelati, mortadelle, sanguinacci, zambudelli, 
and salsiccie), and vegetables produced in Piacenza which the women make for 
their husbands. On the colophon leaf it states “Stampata in Piasenza per Ser 
Grassino Formagiaro” (roughly translated as “Printed in Piacenza by the Little 
Fat Cheese-maker”). 

The Formaggiata is believed to have a relation to the famous Accademia della 
Virtù (Academy of Virtue), founded in Rome in 1538 by Claudio Tolomei (1492-
1555). On the verso of leaf 2, the printer mentions Cardinal Ippolito de’ Medici 
(1511-1535) who was one of the first sponsors of the Accademia. Additionally, as an 
organization, the Accademia elected a new “King” every week and the  Formaggiata 
itself is addressed to the “Most Serene King of Virtue.” Although the purpose of 
the Accademia was to support serious treatises on Italian and Latin literary forms 
and on the work of Vitruvius in particular, comic and ludic literature also played 
an important role.13 

Giulio Landi (1500-1579) also wrote on Aristotle’s Ethics, a life of Cleo-
patra, and an account of the Madeira Islands which spoke about Portuguese 
exploration and sugar production. From the printer’s introduction we find  
that Landi was a native of Piacenza and therefore qualified to comment upon 
its gastronomic delights.

13 For more on the Accademia and Landi’s relationship, see Maylender’s Storia delle acca-
demia d’Italia, Bologna, 1926-30, vol. V, pp. 478-80 and the Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani. 

Landi was also likely a member of the Accademia degli Ortolani, founded in 
Piacenza by L. Domenichi and A.F. Doni in 1543. For more on this association see 
Alessandra del Fante’s chapter “L’Accademia degli Ortolani” in Le Corti farnesiane di 
Parma e Piacenza: 1545-1622, pp. 161 & 167-68, and Jane E. Everson, Denis V. Reidy, and 
Lisa Sampson’s The Italian Academies 1525-1700: Networks of Culture, Innovation and Dissent, 
Routledge, 2016 (which also has a section discussing Landi’s Formaggiata).



In 1477,  Pantaleone da Confienza (c. 1440-1496) published his Sum-
ma latticinorum, the first monograph on dairy products; Landi’s Formaggiata, 
however, is the first book published on cheese and is of particular interest 
because it is also in a vernacular language. 

With the bookplate of Giannalisa Feltrinelli on the recto of the up-
per free endpaper and the bookplate of Ludovico de Gobbis on the upper 
pastedown. Gobbis’ bookplate has the initials “VdG” and his motto “Je 
fus sage, je fus fou.” It is designed and printed by Alberto Zanverdiani 
(“AZ” in lower right corner).

A good copy.
¶ B.IN.G. 1078; OCLC: University of Illinois and an incomplete 

copy at the Folger Library with three locations in Europe; Paleari Hens-
sler p. 414; Westbury p. 106. The Italian census EDIT16 (Censimento na-
zionale delle edizioni italiane del XVI secolo) records ten locations in Italy (and 
attributes the imprint to Venice: Gabriele Giolito De Ferrari). Not in 
Bitting, Cagle, or Vicaire.



From The Rumping Si l l ibub to
Rusbe l lan Bread

24. (MANUSCRIPT: English cookery & household recipes.) 
[England, c.1675-c.1725.]

30.7cm x 8.7cm. Ruled in black and brown ink on most pages, one calligraphic manu-
script doodle. One recipe leaf laid in. Contemporary panelled calf, spine in five com-
partments, expert restorations to spine and corners, edges of a few pages chipped, 
lightly browned, some pages more browned at outer margins, stubs from a few leaves 
that have been excised (in the blank section), large part of the upper free endpaper 
torn away (not affecting text), spotting on some leaves, small square piece of leather 
on upper and lower boards missing where clasps were once mounted. $20,000.00

A very interesting English manuscript recipe book, bound  tête-bêche, which means 
that it can be read from one direction and then flipped over and read from the other 
direction. Very legible and primarily written in four hands, the recipes cover a wide 
range of culinary and medicinal subjects. A majority are written in the late 17th century 
and end with a few from the first half of the 18th century. Read from one direction there 
are 381 culinary, medical, and household recipes, and from the opposite direction, there 
are an additional 52 remedies for medical complaints and a few culinary recipes. The 
manuscript also indexed from each direction. There is a numbered list of recipes for 
373 of the 381 recipes from one direction, and a numbered list of recipes for another 52 
recipes from the opposite direction.

Quite a few early recipes are of particular interest because they include attribu-
tions.  Some examples are “A receit of my Lady Grandmothers poppy Water;” “My 
Lady Hammonds cake;” “Mrs. Maurice’s sweet Bagg;” “My Lady Littcoats cheese;” 
“The Lady Hunkes Pudding;” “The Lady Crews Sillibub;” “My Lady Carr’s Cleare 
Jelly;” “Mr Henry Howards Receat to make Spanish perfum’d Leather;” “To make 
Mdm Bagnalls Cake;” “Sir Walter Rawleighs cordiall water;” “My Lady Dutches of Or-
mands Cordiall Water” (the Duchess lived from 1615-1684); and there is a note above 



recipe number 321 which is for two “hole” recipes that call for many herbs. It says that it is “A True Coppy of the booke of Rhecepts Which was the booke 
of the Lady Sydney Whyne” (there was a Lady Sydney “Wynne” of Wales who died in 1632).

Chocolate originated in Mesoamerica and came to England via English pirates who had contact with Spain in the late 16th century. By the late 
17th century, it was a popular luxury drink in England with a wide variety of recommended techniques. Recipe number 261 in this manuscript is for 
“Directions how to make Chocalet:”

Take half a pinte of milk & half a pint of water & boyle both together in a skellet a pretty while. Then take it from the fire & take 2 yolks of eggs beaten in a Basen & mingle 
wth  the eggs halfe an Ounce of loaf Sugar beaten, then stir it well wth the eggs then put the milk to it by degrees stirring all the while, then brew it together by Pouring it from one 
thing to another, & then put to it a quarter of an Ounce of Chocalett grated & then stir It well wth a backe of a spoon all one way, then brew it again as before, & set it on the 
fire to thicken stirring it all one way all the while till it be hot & then drink it as hott as you can.

Interestingly, this recipe only calls for a quarter of an ounce of chocolate to more than a pint of liquid, perhaps denoting how expensive the commod-
ity was at that time. 

Some of the culinary recipes include “To Pickle Cowcombers;” “To make a Quaking Pudding:” “To make fine Beane Bread or Almond Cakes;” 
“The Rumping Sillibub;” “To make Honey Comb Cakes;” “To make Usqueba” (Scottish for “whiskey”); “To make a Hartichoake Pye;” “To make 
Spinnage Fritters;” “To make Tarte Stuffe;” “To make Plumtree Wine;” “To make a delicate banquetting stuffe called muscachones;” “To Preserve 
Greene Walnutts Before they be Shelled;” “To preserve grapes in Cluster;” “To preserve lettis stalkes to garnish dishes about boyled meats as for 
sallet;” “To make a delicate bread called Rusbellans;” “To make a Cocke Ale;” “To make the Royall Thee;” “To make Birch wine;” and “A Receipt to 
make the French bread otherwise called Spaine bread.”

The recipes which relate to domestic economy and household activities include “Receate for Water for the Face;” “A Receit to make forhead 
Cloths;” “To take away Pimples, or redness in the face;” “A Receat to make the lipp Soft and red;” “A Perfume;”  “To make Powder for Linnen;” “A 
Powder to keep ye hair & dry it & for the head ache;” and a “Remedie to destroy rotts and mice.”   

Some of the medical remedies are: “An excellt Receat for the eyes, or any Humor in the Eyes, or blear’d Eyes;” “A Receat to make Plague water. 
This is to be made in June;” “A Good Hipocras against melancholly or Faintness of ye heart;” “To make Troches (medicated lozenges) of Burredge 
flowers;” “A medecine ag.t the winde Collicke;” “To breake a plague sore;” “A Watter for Sore Eyes;” “A Medecine for sore breast it is burning;” “To 
make the Cholic Balsam;” “For to make a Vomite;” “For the knawing in the Stomacke;” “For the Lady Hodwell in her feavor;” “For the dumb Palsey;” 
“A Pultisse for a Spraine;” “For a perle in the Eye;” “A very Good Medecine for the Scurvy;” “A Medecine for ye Stich or bastard pluricey;” “Tinctura 
Sacra;” and a great number of remedies for “stones.”

There are nine recipes not accounted for in the list of recipes that go up to number 373. The recipe for “Indian Balsam” is numbered eighty-
three in the list of recipes but not given that number in the recipe section. Meanwhile, the recipe for “Black marrow pudding” is not listed in the list 
of recipes, but is numbered “93” in the recipe section. (This puts the numeration back in proper sequence.)

A very good and fascinating manuscript cookery and household book. 



From Pott ing Woodcocks to
Making Shrewsberry Cakes

25. (MANUSCRIPT: English cookery & remedies.) [England, c.1732-c.1769.]

20cm x 16.1 cm. [1 - blank], 4, [63] pp. (paginated variously.) Contemporary vellum, light wear and spotting overall, edges of several leaves chipped, mod-
erate spotting and thumbing throughout. $5000.00

A legible and interesting cookery manuscript made up of recipes for various sweet and savory dishes, as well as remedies for medical complaints. 
Written in several hands, this volume is bound tête-bêche, which means that it can be read from one direction and then flipped over and read from the 
other direction.

Read from one direction, on the upper pastedown, there is the inscription “Gertrude Hickman her book” written in one of the earlier hands. 
Later her name appears again, followed by the date “December 22 1755.” In another early hand the recipe for “Carraway Cake” is followed by the 
date “May 1732.” Included in the fifty-nine recipes and remedies written from this direction are recipes for several fruit-based puddings; a few biscuit 
(“biskott”) recipes; “To make y.e best sort of brown Plum cakes” (followed by the note “A Nasty Receipt”); “Mrs. Allons Receipt to Pott Herrings;” 
“Jelly of Hartshorn;” “Lady Wray’s Receipt a Sirrop for a Cough;” “A Cure for the Rheumatism;” and “Catchop.” 

In the 18th century catsup recipes abounded in English cookbooks. Their ingredients ranged from mushrooms, to oysters, to various fruits, that 
were all either boiled down or salted and then set aside for an extended period of time, into a highly concentrated sauce that had a lengthy shelf life. 
In this manuscript, the catsup recipe calls for mushrooms, cloves, nutmeg, ginger, and whole cloves of pepper. Also read from this direction, there 
is a recipe written “for the Murrain.” Between 1745 and 1757, cattle in England were made virtually extinct by a particularly bad case of “murrain.”14

Read from the other direction, on the upper pastedown, there is a short table of contents, and a notation of various months of the year 1769. 
This is followed by forty-one recipes and remedies. Included are recipes for preserving fruits such as green melon, whole raspberries, damsons, cher-
ries, and apricots; “jelly of cream;” “walnut water;” and “Miss Minchins way to make saffron cakes.” There are also many remedies, such as “to cure 
a red watery eye;” “for a violent lax;” “a cure for the ague;” and “Lord Clive’s receipt for a billious complaint.”

In good condition.

14 The Cattle Distemper in Mid-Eighteenth-Century England, Charles F. Mullet. Agricultural History, Vol. 20, No. 3.



On Coffee

26. [MARTIN, Alexandre.] Manuel de l’amateur de café, ou l’art de prendre toujours de bon café. Paris: Audot, 1828. 

12mo. in 6s. One folding colored lithograph frontispiece and one large folding hand-colored engraved plate. vii, [1 blank], 84 pp. Original printed blue 
wrappers, spine  slightly browned, untrimmed, some faint foxing throughout. $1900.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of Martin’s well-known guide to the drinking and appreciation of coffee. The eleven chapters give an account of 
the history and cultivation of coffee; varieties of coffee; a chemical analysis of coffee; methods of its preparation; how to serve and drink it; the 
effects it has on the consumer’s mind and stomach; ways to take coffee (café au lait, or à la créme); on Turkish coffee; on the café’s of Paris; and 
coffee’s medicinal qualities. 

The lovely hand-colored frontispiece of “Un Gourmet” 
depicts a man drinking coffee in a Parisian café and is drawn 
by Henry Monnier. After working as a French bureaucrat for 
many years, Monnier (1799-1877) became an illustrator, au-
thor, and actor famous for his lampooning of high culture. 
His many gastronomic scenes are both intimate and humor-
ous, frequently over the discussion of a bill of fare or a special 
dish, and are drawn and colored with a light touch. At the 
end is bound a handsome hand-colored engraving of the cof-
fee plant in full bloom, its seed, and structure. 

In very good condition, lithograph and engraving 
bright and clean.

¶ Cagle 309; Mueller p. 140; OCLC: University of 
California (Berkeley), Indiana University, New York Public 
Library, University of Chicago, and one location outside 
of the United States; Vicaire cols. 569-70. Note: as ususal, 
pp. 81-82 are mistakenly bound after pp. 83-84 but the work 
collates complete. 



With a Melon Bibl iography

27. MARTIN, Alexandre. Manuel de l’amateur de mel-
ons, ou l’art de reconnaitre et d’acheter de bons 
melons. Paris: Udron, 1827.

12mo. in 6’s. Colored lithograph frontispiece and three colored lithograph 
plates. 2 p.l., iv, 156 pp. Original printed green wrappers, light overall wear 
to wrappers, one-inch tear to lower wrapper, lower corner of upper wrap-
per and first few leaves worn away (perhaps chewed by a mouse), plates 
lightly browned due to paper quality, very faint foxing on a few leaves.
 $1400.00

The FIRST EDITION of Martin’s study of melons. There are seven-
teen chapters which cover a wide range of topics on the fruit. The au-
thor begins with the history of the melon. He then writes comprehen-
sively on its cultivation, including information on planting on a trellis 
or in rows; on planting outdoors or indoors; seeds; and diseases and 
pests that the melon is susceptible to. He then describes melon varieties 
and their gastronomic qualities; their structure; how to serve them, and 
various preparations.  Martin also includes a collection amusing melon 
stories, then finishes with a ten-page bibliography devoted to melons.

The handsome hand-colored lithographs depict nine varieties of 
melon (both in section as well as whole) as well as a Piquet à Thermomètre 
de Regnier.

The wrappers are backed with recycled paper that provide a cal-
endar of events for 1827. Events include holidays; dates for eclipses; and 
the dates for the duration of the seasons.

¶ Cagle 310; Maggs 414; OCLC: University of Chicago, New York 
Public Library, University of California (Riverside), Indiana University, 
Harvard, and five locations outside of the United States; Vicaire col. 568.



On Truff l e s

28. MARTIN, Alexandre. Manuel de l’amateur de truffes. Paris: Leroi & Audin, 1828. 

12mo. in 6s. One folding hand-colored plate. 2 p.l., xii, 143, [1 - blank] pp. Original decorative printed brown wrappers, wrappers browned, some wear to 
upper portion of spine, final leaf glued to lower wrapper at bottom edge but not affecting legibility as the final page is a blank. $1900.00

The FIRST EDITION of Alexandre Martin’s rare study of truffles. Sections cover the history of the truffle and its consumption; where truffles are 
found and cultivated; how the truffle is formed; animals that are detrimental to truffles; the use and effects of truffles; their preservation; the chemistry 
of the truffle; and various réflexions gourmandize concerning the truffle. The final section contains a few chapters about mushrooms in general. At the 
end is a useful bibliography devoted to mushrooms. 

Martin (b. 1795) authored numerous gastronomic books includ-
ing Manuel de l’amateur de melons, Manuel de l’amateur de café, and Bréviaire du 
gastronome all of which were published in this small format.  

“Frontispiece a folding colored plate by Henry Monnier, repre-
senting a gastronome and an author in the shop of Chevet, the legend.” 
– Bitting p. 312. After working as a French bureaucrat for many years, 
Monnier (1799-1877) became an illustrator, author, and actor famous 
for his lampooning of high culture. His many gastronomic scenes are 
both intimate and humorous, frequently over the discussion of a bill 
of fare or a special dish, and are drawn and colored with a light touch.

With a publishers catalogue within a decorative border on the 
lower wrapper.

A good copy. 
¶ Bitting p. 312; OCLC: Hagley Museum & Library (Delaware), 

Library of Congress, University of Chicago, University Club Library 
(New York), Harvard, New York Public Library, Indiana University, 
and six locations outside of the United States. Not in Cagle, A Matter 
of Taste, (does list the 1829 ed.), Oberlé, Simon, or Vicaire (does list 
the 1829 ed.).



The Most Inf luent ia l  French Cookbook of the 18th Century;  
 In Orig inal Wrappers

29. MENON. La Cuisiniere bourgeoise. Paris: Guillyn, 
1746.

12mo. in 8s & 4s. Woodcut device on title page, woodcut head and tailpiec-
es, woodcut decorative initial. vii, [1], 384, 389-400, [4] pp. Contemporary 
marbled wrappers, entireley untrimmed. $8500.00

The VERY RARE FIRST EDITION of the best-selling cookbook of 
18th- century France. With more than twenty 18th-century editions alone, 
La cuisiniere bourgeoise contributed greatly to the accessibility and simplifica-
tion of grande cuisine. It was also the first French cookbook written for 
a female chef. 



As Mennell has noted:

Menon undertook more wholeheartedly the task of enabling the bourgeoisie to participate in the culinary grande monde. The word bourgeoise in the title has the sense of ‘domestic’ as 
well as ‘middle-class’ and ‘town dweller’. Menon claims that many great lords, especially those concerned for their health, had asked him to produce a book of simpler and plainer 
cookery. Nevertheless, the gender to the word cuisinière gives it a quite unambiguous social meaning; only the less well-to-do members of the middle class would, by that date, make 
do with a woman cook in charge of their kitchen.

Menon’s book then follows the familiar layout, with chapters on foods in season, soups, the various kinds of meat, poultry, game, fish, vegetables, dairy-produce and pastries. The 
repertoire of recipes is very much scaled-down in comparison with Menon’s earlier Nouveau traité de cuisine...And the recipes themselves are often simplified...Menon even 
mentions the availability of ‘portable boullion’ from a shop in the Boulevard St Germain, intended for use by soldiers in the field but, for the bourgeois kitchen, no doubt as useful a 
short cut as the modern stock cube. Even so, though they are simplifications, Menon’s simplifications are quite clearly simplifications from courtly models. – All Manners 
of Food, pp. 82-3.

“Starting in the eighteenth century, many cookbooks were intended for middle-class households with fewer servants, where the kitchen was managed 
by a female cook with cook-maids to assist her. The transition from male to female cooks is documented in the title of the great French bestseller La 
Cuisinière bourgeoise (1746).” – Notaker, A History of cookbooks, p. 192.  

In very good condition. With a manuscript signature and line drawing of a face to the inner upper wrapper.
¶ Bitting p. 320; Cagle no. 336; OCLC: Schlesinger Library, Lilly Library, Library of Congress, and the Bibliothèque nationale de France; Vicaire col. 589. 



A Cookbook Writ t en for 
Women Scholars

30. M.H. The young cooks monitor: or, directions for 
cookery and distilling. London: Printed for the au-
thor, 1690.

8vo. 2 p.l., 9-160, [4] pp. (Lacking the 16 pp. “appendix” sometimes bound 
after the [4]-page index). Period calf binding, double gilt fillet around sides, 
spine gilt in five compartments, all edges red-speckled. $7000.00



The extremely rare Second Edition of this scholarly work on English cookery, medicine, and winemaking. “M.H.” may have been the maiden initials 
for Mary Tillinghast who  wrote Rare and excellent receipts (first ed.: 1678) as the works are sometimes found together. This work has a much broader 
spectrum including the candying of fruit; pickling; making sauces; stews; desserts; wines; and medical remedies, while Tillinghast’s work focuses 
primarily on pie and puff pastry. Interestingly, both were written for women scholars. As “M.H.” writes to her readers in the “Epistle Dedicatory:”

TO ALL LADIES AND GENTELWOMEN, Especially those that are my SCHOLARS. Ladies and Gentlewomen, Perhaps you do Expect to find me going before my little 
Book to declare loudly its Worth and Praise, but knowing the true Value of my Self, I shall only recommend it to you as a Piece necessary for Young Ladies and Gentlewomen, 
not doubting but when you have made use of it, you will find it so satisfactory, that you will give it such a Character, as it may live in the World with Reputation to its Self, and 
Your Humble Servant, MH. 

Some of the recipes included are as follows: “To make Scotch Collops;” “To make Sauce for young Ducklings;” “To make French bread;” “To Dry 
Beef the Dutch way;” “To make a Syllabub;” “To make a Cream Cheese in haste;” “To candy Flowers for Sallets;” “To Pickle Walnuts like Man-
goes;” “To make Damson and Quince Wine;” “To make Apricock and Cowslip-Wine;” “To make an excellent Tanzey;” “To make Pottage or French 
Broath;” “To keep Gooseberries or Grapes, all the winter;” “To make Sausages;” “To Stew Oysters;” and “To make a Carraway Cake.”

The medical receipts read like ancient mystical concoctions, such as the recipe for “Gascoyn Powder” which is “good to drive out a Surfeit, and 
comfort the Vitals, and give a like Sweat.” This remedy calls for “Pearl, of Red-Coural, of Crabs-Eyes, of burnt Harts-Horn, of white Amber...[and] 
of the black Tops of Crabs claws burnt.” All of this is then made into a paste with “Harts-Horn-jelly, and dried “in the Wind, but not in the Sun.”

The first edition was published in 1683 and survives in three copies only: one at the Lilly Library and two locations outside of the United States. 
Our edition, the second edition, is also extremely rare (see below) and contains new recipes that are not present in the first edition (including the 
recipe for “Almond Florendine” on page 145 and all of the recipes following until p. 160). However, our copy lacks the “appendix” that sometimes 
appears after the index.

In good condition. 
¶ ESTC and OCLC: Folger Library, Kansas State University, British Library, and Oxford (title page severely damaged).



The Beginning of Modern Bread-Making;
Jacques Necker ’s  Copy

31. PARMENTIER, Antoine Augustine. Le Parfait bou-
langer, ou traité complet sur la fabrication & le com-
merce du pain. Paris: de l’Imprimerie Royale, 1778.

8 vo. Woodcut title page device. liii, [1 - blank], [2], 639, [1 - blank] pp. 
Contemporary marbled-calf, spine richly gilt in six compartments, green 
morocco lettering piece on spine, triple gilt fillet around sides, fleurons 
stamped in the corners, coat of arms gilt stamped in the center of each 
board, gilt dentelles, all edges richly gilt, bright blue endpapers, crisp and 
bright internally. $7500.00

A spectacular copy of the FIRST EDITION of the first truly scientific 
treatise on bread-making, written by France’s first modern nutritionist. 
This is Jacques Necker’s copy, with his gilt-stamped coat of arms on the 
upper and lower boards of the binding.

Jacques Necker was a banker from Geneva who became the Finance 
Minister to Louis XVI of France and continued to be influential in 
French politics after the Revolution. The quality of this particular copy 
is not surprising when one considers Necker’s association with Parmenti-
er and the fact that Necker was one of the forces behind the formation of 
Parmentier and Cadet-de-Vaux’s baking school in Paris. Additionally, the 
subjects of bread and grain, and how to provision the people of France 
were some of Necker’s primary concerns as a politician.15

15 For more on Necker, see Kaplan’s The Bakers of Paris and the bread question, pp. 54 & 
458, as well as Muratori-Philip’s biography of Parmentier (1994), who also writes 
about future collaborations between Necker and Parmentier on the cultivation 
and use of potatoes and corn.



“In eighteenth-century France, the gravest problem was not the lack 
of bread but its price. In fact, never before had the town bakeries--above 
all those in Paris--offered so many varied and high-quality loaves, but 
only the wealthy could afford to buy them. Several publications of the 
period attest to the great strides made in the baker’s art, for example Le 
parfait boulanger (the perfect baker) by the agronomist Antoine Augustin 
Parmentier, published in 1778. Parmentier is best known in France for 
having introduced potato-farming. It is less commonly known that he in-
tended the potato to be milled so as to replace flour during shortages. In 
1780 Parmentier obtained the authorization to open a ‘baking academy’ in 
Paris designed to study the ‘new combinations of farinaceous substances 
from which it might be possible to bake bread in times of famine.’ The 
scientist then carried out a number of trials on various kinds of ‘bread,’ 
combining potato, oats, buckwheat, and corn. Ten years later, the revolu-
tionary mob massed outside Parmentier’s academy yelling: ‘Why doesn’t 
he eat his potatoes himself ? We want bread!’...

“Le parfait boulanger described the process of making bread in practice 
at this period: hand-kneading the dough, fermenting with natural leav-
ening, shaping the loaf, and baking in brick, wood-burning ovens. The 
book also refers to something new: adding salt to the dough, unusual 
until that time due to its high price. It was realized that salt improved the 
texture of the dough, allowing it to rise higher. Parmentier also referred to 
brewer’s yeast, which a Parisian baker had first added to leaven in 1665 in 
the production of a loaf called pain mollet.”--Assire, The Book of Bread, p. 31.

With the inked library stamp on the title page “Bibliotheque de Colonge.” 
A very fine copy.
¶ Bitting p. 357; D.S.B. vol. X, pp. 325-6 — “Parmentier in his life 

and work personified the best sentiments and aspirations of the Enlight-
ment;” Maggs Food and Drink, 288; Mutelet Collection Exhibition Cata-
logue, La Gastronomie, 1983, no. 71; Oberlé, 813;  Vicaire 656.



An Early & Important Work On
Wine and Cider

32. LE PAULMIER, Julien. De vino et pomaceo libri 
duo. Paris: Auuray, 1588.

Small 8vo. Woodcut vignette on title page. [6], 75, [1] ll. Period binding 
made of early calf, triple gilt roll in two panels, gilt-stamped central device 
of a hand holding flowers surmounted by a bird, spine in six compartments 
with a simple gilt-stamped device in each compartment, a few of the print-
ed marginal annotations just touched by the binder’s knife (sense still clear).
 $12,000.00

The very rare FIRST EDITION of this work on wine and cider, writ-
ten by Julien Le Paulmier de Grentemesnil, physician to Charles IX and 
Henry III. In the first part, Le Paulmier discusses the Galenic health 
properties of various wines and how they affect one’s humors; red wine, 
white wine, dry wine, and sweet wine are all covered, including descrip-
tions of their smell. He even covers different wine regions, including Bor-
deaux, Burgundy, Ile-de-France, Chateau-Thierry, Orleans, Montmartre, 
Argenteuil, and Anjou, with mention of specific vineyards and particular 
vintages.

The second half of the book is devoted to cider. Sections cover 
the harvest; cider apple cultivation; the varieties of apples in different 
regions; their qualities; cider production; cider’s qualities as a drink; and 
its medicinal properties (including its ability to cure melancholy and end 
bad dreams).  

According to André Simon, the “De vino et pomaceo was the first 
book to give practical and reliable hints about the cultivation of apple 
trees and the making of cider; hence its popularity in the course of the 
seventeenth century” (Gastronomica 950). In his bibliography of early wine 



books, Bibliotheca Bacchica, Simon also notes that the cider-making section is the 
first to provide a scientific treatment of cider making. The reputation of the work 
was “due en grande partie au fait que ce traité est le premier qui ait donné d’utiles 
renseignements sur la culture du pommier sur une grande échelle et sur la fabrica-
tion du cidre sur des bases presques scientifiques” (vol. II, n. 488). 

For Le Paulmier, cider is preferable to wine. Not surprisingly, he was from 
Rouen, the capital of Normandy, a region famous for its cider. 

A very good copy. 
¶ B.IN.G. 1106; Bitting p. 354; OCLC: University of Indiana, Yale, and ten 

locations outside of the United States; Vicaire cols 650-51 “Traité curieux sur le vin 
et sur le cidre.” Not in Chwartz. 



Outstandingly Beauti ful !

33. (PERFUME.) A perfume sample album from the Piver per-
fume house. Paris, c.1820-1870. 

Oblong: 21.5cm x 29cm. [29] leaves of artwork mounted on rectos only. Contempo-
rary dark purple morocco, ornately gilt and blind stamped, with red, green and yel-
low inlay, spine gilt and blind-stamped in five compartments, edges gilt, white papier 
moiré endpapers, gilt dentelles. $24,000.00

This is the most exceptional perfume album we have ever seen.  Approximately 
220 different printed and hand-painted labels for perfume and various cosmet-
ics are included, most of which are richly ornate and presented on hand-painted 
lithographed images of perfume bottles as well as various boxes, tubes, and lit-
tle packages. In addition to perfume and cologne, we find products such as oils, 
scents, waters, aromatic vinegars, soaps, bouquets, essences, extracts, creams, pow-

ders, ointments, and various health products. In 
terms of printing techniques, there are engraved 
labels, lithographed labels, labels printed in col-
or, and those embossed in gilt and various bright 
colors. The condition is very fine and all samples 
are well preserved. 

Products include various lavender waters; a 
Huile Antique; a cream for a woman’s hair called 
Crême nutritive a la Duchesse; an Opiat Carbonique 
(perhaps a pick-me-up?); an almond paste; var-
ious types of rose waters and essences; a soap 
powder made especially for the beard; an Essencia 
de Portugual; a double-rectified cologne; a Pom-
made de Macassar; a Savon au Magnolia and a Savon 
de l’Impératrice du Brésil; a soap made with bitter 







almonds; a jasmine oil extract; a Pommade Coquette; vanilla oil; a perfume made from almond flowers and violets that can also whiten one’s hands; 
perfumes for fabric and clothes; brown and black dyes for one’s moustache; a beef marrow pomade to be applied to one’s hair; a Vinaigre Radical; an 
Eau Spiritueuse; dental powders; an extract of crystalized vinegar for headaches; and an aromatic vinegar to be used against typhus and the plague.

Two of my favorites products include the perfume Bibliotheque de Flore and the ointment Admirable Graisse d’Ours (an admirable bear grease). The 
first is a hand-painted lithograph that depicts a beautiful young woman sitting on a cloud, surrounded by flowers with a butterfly above. She is care-
fully taking a green book out of an ornate bookcase. The second is a finely drawn lithograph label printed in black ink on green paper which is then 
mounted onto a 3d red box. The label shows a bear approaching two women in a teepee with two Indians talking to each other off to the right. The 
label assures us that the bear grease was produced in Canada is “pour l’entretien et la beauté de la tête” (for the maintenance and beauty of the head).

Piver is one of the first important perfume houses in France, and is still in business today. It was founded in 1774 and was the perfumer to King 
Louis XVI as well as Napoleon and Empress Josephine. The Paris addresses listed on the various labels include 10 Boulevard Strasbourg and three 
addresses on Rue St. Martin (nos. 103, 111, and 155). Many of the bottles also mention an address at 160 Regent St., London and one mention is made 
of St. Petersburg, Russia. There is also mention of an award from 1851. 

One of the most incredible attributes of this album is the elegant binding. It is in an eggplant purple morocco, ornately gilt and blind stamped, 
with a central diamond-shaped gilt-stamped medallion with red, green and yellow inlay. The condition is impeccable. 

On the verso of the upper free endpaper made of papier moiré, is the small engraved ticket that reads “SUSSE, Pass.ge des Panoramas, N.o 7 et 8 à 
Paris.” It is interesting to note that the Passage des Panoramas was one of the first covered walkways in Paris. The Susse Frères started at 7 & 8 Passage 
des Panoramas in 1806 and left in 1844. But it was for their contribution to the history of photography that they are remembered. By 1839, the broth-
ers had signed a contract with Louis Daguerre to manufacture the first commercially available cameras, an exclusive right they shared with Alponse 
Giroux.  The Susse Frères’ success at selling the cameras was satirized in a lithograph by Theodore Maurisset entitled La Daguerréotypomanie in 1839. 



With an Early Discuss ion of Wines & Vines,
Never Before Publ i shed

34. PLAT, Hugh. The Garden of Eden. London: Leake, 
1660. [Bound with:] PLAT, Hugh. The second part of 
the Garden of Eden. London: Leak, 1660. 

Small 8vo. Woodcut initials and headpieces. 175, [1] pp.; 8 p.l., 159, [1] pp. 
Contemporary sheep, spine expertly renewed (possibly in the 19th century) 
with red morocco lettering piece on spine and date in gilt at the foot of 
the spine, some wear to the upper board, double blind fillet around sides, 
blind roll-pattern to the edges of the boards, light wear to the hinges, a few 
wormholes to the tail of the spine, 19th century endpapers. $9500.00

A later edition of the first work, and the FIRST EDITION of the second 
work. Although issued together, these two titles are almost never found 
bound together in a contemporary binding and in such good condition.

As Bent Jeul-Jensen noted more than fifty years ago, “Plat’s books 
are fascinating documents of the everyday life of an inquisitive and ver-
satile man. They are desirable for their contents and attractive as objects, 
but unfortunately most of them are so rare that it would be impossible to 
form a complete collection of his works, and no library possesses all his 
books.” – The Book Collector, Spring, 1959, p. 60. This comment still holds 
true today. The subjects covered by Plat in his large body of work include 
cookery, distillation, household management, animal husbandry, and gar-
dening. All of his books are important for researchers of the Elizabethan 
and Jacobean period. 

The current volume is comprised of two of Plat’s works. The first, 
The Garden of Eden, is described on the title page as being in its “fifth edi-
tion.” It is a re-issue of Plat’s Floraes paradise (first ed.: 1608) and is Plat’s 
most important work on gardening. Charles Bellingham was responsible 



for its reissue under the new title of The Garden of Eden (first appearing in 1653) and writes the following about Plat’s work: “As for this Collection of 
Flowers and Fruits, I would say...that no English man that hath a Garden or Orchard can handsomely be without it, but at least by having it, will finde a 
large benefit, And all Ladies and Gentlemen by reading these few leaves may not only advance their knowledge and observation when they walk into a 
Garden, but discourse more skilfully, of any Flower, Plant, or Fruit than the Gardiner himselfe, who (in a manner) growes there night and day.” From 
the dedication.

The Garden of Eden is an extensive work on Renaissance gardening. It begins with  a useful index and, in addition to covering plant propagation, 
grafting, and how to obtain seeds from your garden, it describes numerous foodstuffs including apples; apricots; artichokes; candying flowers; carrots; 
cherries; garlic; herbs; leaks; lettuce; melon; nuts; onions; parsnips; peaches; pears; plumbs; quince; grape vines; and walnuts. One of the charming 
aspects of Plat’s work is that in addition to being practical and to the point, he is generous in the credit he gives to the various gardeners who helped 
him along the way.16

The second book, The second part of the Garden of Eden, is published here for the first time. This work came from a manuscript written by Plat that 
Charles Bellingham had in his possession. As described in Bellingham’s note “To the Reader” in The second part of the Garden of Eden, “Only let me inform 
you, That a Second Part (never before Printed) full as large as the First, is here presented you; and (if possibly upon reading you could doubt its integri-
ty) you may at pleasure see the original Manuscript under the Authors own hand, which is too well known to undergo the suspition of a counterfeit.”

The second part adds additional foodstuffs to the English Renaissance kitchen garden. In addition to some of the abovementioned foods, there are 
descriptions on the cultivation of almonds; beans; cucumbers; gooseberries; lemons; musk melons; olives; onions; oranges; parsley; peas; pomegran-
ates; “pompeons” (i.e. pumpkins, a New World plant); radishes; rosemary; sage; and strawberries. There is even a section on “How to bring Fruit 
into any shape, or to grow within molds” including pears, apples and even grapes (p. 126). 

But for the historian of gastronomy, the most exciting part of this new work, is Plat’s writing on wine. To put this into context, the first mono-
graph on wine written in the English language was William Turner’s A new boke of the natures and properties of all wines that are commonly used here in England 
(London: William Seres, 1568), published when Plat was 14 years old. After that there were a few general books on agriculture which had small sections 
on viticulture (e.g. Mascall’s A booke of the arte and maner how to plant...all sortes of trees, 1575, and Googe’s Foure Bookes of Husbandrie, 1577) and some books 
on health that touched on wine (e.g. Cogan’s The haven of health, 1589, and Langham’s The garden of health, 1597). But before 1608, there was very little that 
had been published in English on viticultural and wine-making practices (especially when compared to countries like Italy, France, and Germany). 

Plat writes about fertilizing the vineyard (on p. 14 he suggests the use of animal blood “tempered with some lime and earth”); “nipping” the 
buds for larger grapes and early ripening (pp. 15-16); how to cultivate grapes so you will have fruit at Christmas (p. 54); how Germany has the “same 
latitude and disposition of the Heavens that we have” and so England can make good wines (pp. 57-58, and he also mentions the wines of Orleans 
and Paris); vineyard yields per acre (p. 64); and “How to have a Vineyard to bear Grapes the first year” ( p. 142-44). 

The largest section on wine is on pages 54-70. Here he speaks about how to plant vines that will produce “both full and rich wines of our 
growing” (i.e. good English wines); pruning methods; of bringing vine stocks from other countries to get the wines desired; of blending wines; and 

16 See Henry, British botanical and horticultural literature before 1800, vol. I, p. 156.



of “Malmseys and Muskadines” and “Canary Sack.” He even critiques 
wine makers for spending too much time in their cellars messing with 
their wines, a comment that is typical even today amongst viticulturists: 

“I have given light sufficient to an ingenious Artist, both to check and mate all those 
brewing Copers and Vintners of our age, who rise early and work late in their gross 
and jumbling flights and apparelling about their wines, when as it were much better 
both for the credit of their houses, and the health of their Customers, if they spent that 
time in their beds which they spend in their Cellars at midnight” – pp. 66-67.

He is also conscious of the political context of making a good wine in 
England:

“I have thought it necessary for the avoiding of all French and Spanish objections, to 
set down a new, and yet a most assured and undoubted course how to furnish our 
selves with such store of good and perfect wines, as that we shall not need either to 
be beholding to the Frenchmen our doubtful friends, or to the Spaniards our assured 
enemies, for this sweet and delicate kinde of liquor” – pp. 61-62.

The Spanish Armada had been defeated only twenty years before, and 
tensions with Spain continued throughout Queen Elizabeth’s reign. 

Each with a publisher’s catalogue that includes Shakespear’s Merchant 
of Venice, which William Leake had published in 1652. 

Both are in very good condition.  
¶ I. ESTC & OCLC: Boston Public Library, University of Wis-

consin (Madison), University of California (Berkeley, Davis, and Los 
Angeles), University of Rochester, Yale, University of Florida, and seven 
locations outside of the United States. II. ESTC & OCLC: Boston Pub-
lic Library, Folger, Huntington, University of California (Los Angeles), 
University of Illinois, and seven locations outside of the United States. 



Rhubarb Se l l ers  Vindicated 

35. (RHUBARB.) [Drop title:] Memoire pour les sieurs Bournisien freres, Marchands à Roüen, Intimés en Apel & 
Défendurs en exécution de l’Arrêt surpris de la Chambre des Vacations le 27 Octobre dernier. [Rouen]: Viret,[1732]. 

Folio. Woodblock headpiece and woodblock historiated initial. 22, [2 - blank] pp. Stitched as issued, uncut, upper edges slightly worn. $950.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this report on a case which was made against the Bournisien brothers, merchants from Rouen 
who are accused of delivering the wrong type of rhubarb. To plead their case, the brothers write a comprehensive study of rhubarb, including a lengthy 
historical and botanical description of the different types of the plant, relying on references to the travels of Madeslo, Tavernier, and Le Brun, and the 
works of Dioscorides, Mathiole, Lemery, and Pomet. 

The complainant, the  apothecary Charles Michel Delaisement, claims that he paid for muscovy rhubarb, but that rhapontic rhubarb was what 
had been delivered to him. Rhapontic rhubarb is a variety of rhubarb native to the shores of the Caspian Sea. Muscovy rhubarb, or wavy rhubarb, 
originally comes from Siberia or Muscovy. Before the middle of the 18th century, the different kinds of rhubarb were almost exclusively used as me-
dicinal plants.

In their defense, the brothers Bournisien highlight the bad faith of Delaisement and utilize expert opinions written in their favor by various 
specialists. The brothers win their case in December 1732. Due to the results of this legal battle, parliament issued an edict declaring that all merchants 
must clearly indicate the origin and date of arrival on their goods.

It is unusual to find folio-sized pamphlets in such good condition, with the original stitching still intact. 
¶ Not in OCLC.

 



On Mexican Coffee

36. ROMERO, Matias. Cultivo del café en la costa meridional de 
Chiapas. Mexico City: Imprenta del Gobierno, 1875. 

8vo. 240, [1], [1 - blank], [8] pp. Original printed purple wrappers, some sunning to 
spine and upper edge of wrappers, entirely untrimmed. $1200.00

The First Complete Edition and the FIRST EDITION in book form (see below). 
Matias Romero (1837-98) was a lawyer by profession but spent much of his life in 
public service. He was Mexico’s ambassador to the United States during the Civil 
War, a correspondent and friend to Lincoln, and during the 1870s, was senator of 
Mexico’s Chiapas region, the area discussed in this book. 

Coffee came to Mexico in the late 18th century and was first cultivated in the 
present-day states of Oaxaca and Veracruz. In the 1840s, Dutch and German cof-
fee-growers began extending their production to the highlands of Chiapas. 

Although the title page describes this as the “tercera edicion,” from the pref-
ace we learn that it is the first complete edition and the first edition in book form. 
First written in July of 1874, a portion of the work first appeared in the periodical 
Porvenir (September, 1874) and then again in the periodical Coreo del Comercio (May-
June, 1875; 130 pp.). The present edition is the corrected and enlarged edition and is 
the first complete edition: “Lo principal de la parte adicionada, ha sido tomado de 
documentos escritos en Tapachula, simultáneamente con este trabajo.” Six further 
editions were printed including one in 1991. 

A fine copy in original wrappers, especially for a Mexican book of this period.
¶ Hünersdorff vol. II, p. 1267; OCLC: New York Public Library, University 

of California (Berkeley, Riverside, Davis, and San Diego), Library of Congress, 
University of Hawaii (Manoa), University of Illinois, Louisiana University, Tulane 
University, and two in Europe; Palau 277389 (this is the earliest edition listed).



An Alternat ive Flour for Bread
 to Feed the Poor

37. ROSA, Michele. Memoria per servire ad un piano di ricerche 
fisiche, ed economiche dirette al miglioramento del panificio. 
Naples: Giuseppe Maria Porcelli, 1788.

8vo. One folding engraving and one folding printed table. 136 pp. Handsome binding 
by Devauchelle in the style of the period, quarter calf over marbled boards, spine gilt 
in seven compartments, very light dampstaining to margins, early library stamp to 
title page not affecting text. $2000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on bread in Italy, with 
particular attention devoted to feeding the military and the poor. Michele Rosa (1731-
1812) published his first research on this subject in 1771 in the Atti dell’Accademia delle 
scienze di Siena (OCLC locates only one copy at the National Library of Scotland). A 
version of that piece is included in this book. This is followed by new writings that 
address the potential of flour to be made from covetta grass, and on the question of the 
nutritional and economic impacts of “pane di Mistura” for the poor.

Bound in is a folding engraving of the covetta grass (cynosurus echinatus) as well 
as a large table showing results from twenty experiments with bread-making reci-
pes using variations of three different flours (fumento, segale, and covetta). Covetta, also 
known as bristly dogstail grass, is native to southern Europe.

From the library of the French agronomist and philanthropist Charles Phil-
libert de Lasteyrie (1759-1849), with his red circular ink stamp to the title page 
(“Bibliotheque Economique Lasteyrie”). 

There are numerous errors in the pagination although the book collates com-
plete: 102 as “354,” 103 as “355,”106 as “358,” 107 as “358,” 110 as “362,” 111 as “363,” 114 
as “366,” and 115 as “367”.  

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: British Library, University of Padua, and possibly the National 

Library of Scotland.



“Noble,  Handsome, Necessary, 
and Plain”

38. SMITH, Robert. Court Cookery: or, the Compleat 
English Cook. London: Wotton, 1723.

8vo. Woodcut head and tail pieces, woodcut decorative initials. 4 p.l., 112, 
[8], 82, [14] pp. Contemporary gilt panelled calf, spine gilt in six compart-
ments, boards lightly rubbed and cracked. $5000.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of this delightful cook book of more than 
300 recipes. Recipes range from “To make a Ragoo of Snipes” to “A 
Swan Pie, to be eat cold” to “Sweet-Bread Pasties.” In the introduction 
we read:



TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY OF GREAT BRITAIN. COOKERY being arriv’d to greater Perfection than ever in these Kingdoms, and great Entertainments 
are become so common, I thought I cou’d not do a greater Service to the Publick, than by communicating those Receipts, which I have practis’d at COURT, and in several of your 
FAMILIES for above thirty Years past, in Order to render that Art practicable and easy. It’s true, there are several Books of Cookery already extant, but most of ‘em very defective 
and erroneous, and others fill’d with old Receipts, that are impracticable at this Time. I was near eight Years with Mr. Lamb [Patrick Lamb, author of Royal Cookery, 
1710] in His Majesty’s (King William) Reign, and therefore knew most of His Receipts and Methods of Dressing; yet several of those Receipts, as they are now printed in 
His Royal Cookery, were never made or practis’d by him...I have not indeed fill’d my Book with Washes and Beautifiers for Ladies, or making of Ale for Country ’Squires, 
all which is foreign to my Purpose; and a Person that’s well acquainted with Cookery, cannot be also acquainted in clearing the Skin and the fining of Ale: What I have inserted 
is noble, handsome, necessary, and plain...

Smith’s Court Cookery stands at the transition period between courtly cookbooks and economic cookery. 

In view of Smith’s snobbery here and in view of the title of his book...[it is] a little unexpected that he shows himself very much concerned with economy and with avoiding the 
charge of extravagance — against which Lamb had also defended himself...Such an emphasis on economy was quite foreign to the spirit of the French court nobility in the seventeenth 
and eighteenth centuries...and that spirit was reflected in the writings of their cooks who make rather grudging concessions to the needs of their bourgeois readers. In contrast, Lamb 
appears to be a little on the defensive, anticipating charges of extravagance, and Smith positively endorses the need for economy. — Mennell, All Manners of Food, pp. 94-5.

With an early inscription of “Mrs Crockford, 1781” on the upper free endpaper.
¶ Cagle 1001; Maclean p. 137; OCLC: New York Public Library, University of California (Los Angeles), Folger, University of Chicago, Indiana 

University, University of Tulsa, University of Pennsylvania, University of Wisconsin (Madison), Case University; Saint Joseph’s University (PA); 
Harvard; and three locations outside of the United States; Oxford pp. 55-6. Not in Bitting (which has the second ed.), Maggs, Pennell, or Simon.



Two Important 16 th-Century Cookbooks

39. STAINDL, Balthasar. Ein künstlichs und nutz lichs 
Kochbüch. [Augspurg: Hainrich Stayner], 1544. Bound 
With: RYFF, Walther Hermann. New Kochbüch/ 
Für die Krancken. [Franckfurt am Meyn: Christian 
Egenolff, 1545.]

I. STAINDL: 4to. One large woodcut on the title page and one large wood-
cut in the text. 4 p.l., LII leaves. II. RYFF: 4to. Large woodcut on title page, 
title page printed in red and black ink, seven woodcuts in the text. 4 p.l., 
152 ll. Contemporary blind-stamped calf over wooden boards; metal clasps; 
spine in four compartments with triple fillet around sides of each spine 
compartment; small hole to center of bottom spine compartment; “kock 
book” in manuscript to upper spine compartment; spine slightly faded; 
beveled boards; paneled blind roll-pattern to boards; biblical scenes blind 
stamped to outer panel; the titles of both books stamped in gilt (one title to 
each board) on the frame of the inner panel along with rosettes and turnips; 
inner panel decorated in various blind-stamped arches, leaves, and buds; 
small hole to calf of lower board with wooden board showing through.
 $49,500.00

I. The FIRST EDITION of Balthasar Staindl’s Ein künstlichs und nutz lichs 
Kochbüch, the fourth cookbook published in German. This is a wonder-
fully fresh copy, bound in the nicest binding I have ever seen on a 16th 
century cookbook. What is remarkable about the binding, is that the 
cookbook contents are stamped in gilt on the upper and lower boards. 
Usually, when I’ve had other beautiful 16th century bindings on cook-
books (whether German or Italian), the design and text stamped into the 



binding has nothing to do with the content. Here the binder proudly pro-
claims the culinary nature of the two books contained; or, perhaps, the 
owner of the books who commissioned the binding, felt that gastronomy 
was a subject worthy of an elegant and ornate binding. In either case, it 
is simply wonderful.

In the Staindl, there are “279...numbered recipes organized in eight 
parts: 1. almonds and grapes, 2. pastry with apples, pears, and quinces; 
3. pastry with eggs, milk, and vegetables; 4. fish; 5. meat; 6. bakery; 7. 
conserves and preserves; 8. soups, and an extra chapter titled ‘Underricht 
wie man wein gütt behalten soll.’” – Notaker, no. 704.1.  According to 
Notaker, by the year 1700, Staindl’s cookbook had been printed in sixteen 
different editions. 

The beautiful title page woodcut depicts a chef working in his 
kitchen, with two others helping, one chatting with a man handling game, 
and another older man looking on. The large woodcut in the text is of a 
kellermeister working in the cellar. 

A fine copy. 
¶ OCLC: University of Chicago (the John Hodgkin copy) only. 

VD16 adds a copy at Wolffenbüttel and Notaker adds a copy at Augs-
burg. So, a total of three copies are known (outside of ours). Weiss 3683 
(noting that Schraemli only had the 1545 edition). Not in Bitting, Cagle, 
Maggs (Catalogue 645),  Oberlé, Pennell, Vicaire, or Simon. Not even 
present in the great German gastronomy collections of Drexel, Georg, 
Horn Arndt, or Schraemli. 

____

II. The rare FIRST EDITION of Walther Herman Ryff’s cookbook 
written to help feed and restore those in bad health. Cookbooks devoted 
to recipes written to help patients convalesce are extremely rare at this 
period, though they become more common in the 19th century. They also 
form an important part of any gastronomy collection; in fact, the copy 



described by Vicaire, was the one owned by Baron Pichon, the greatest French 
gastronomy collector of the 19th century.

“Ryff gives nutritional advice and recipes against anxiety, melancholy, fevers, 
lunacy, and the plague, recommending the use of ivory, corals, sea parls, and san-
dalwood. The regimen contains recipes for meat dishes, chicken soup, the prepara-
tion of pumpkins, fruit, and various beverages including wine and herbal infusions. 
The last two sections deal with diet during pregnancy and the miraculous effects 
of guaiac, used as a treatment for syphilis.” – Detlev Auvermann writing in the 
Quaritch, catalogue 1276, item 142 (for the second edition). 

Ryff (d. 1548) first trained as an apothecary’s apprentice in Güstrow, Meck-
lenburg, before moving to Strasbourg where he was municipal physician. He wrote 
textbooks on distilling, anatomy, and surgery and was the author of the first Ger-
man anatomy. Although described by some as a compiler and plagiarist, much of 
his work was original and his books succeeded in reaching, and influencing, a wide 
audience. “Ryff belonged to those men, who taught scientific topics in a popular 
manner, and whose books, mostly printed by businesslike publishers, were wide-
ly influential amongst doctors. His books enabled patients to treat themselves” 
(translated from Benzing). 

The title page woodcut is especially striking as it is printed in red and black 
ink and depicts a busy kitchen with a cooking fireplace. In the foreground is an 
old man who is being spoken to by an older woman. In the background are two 
bedroom alcoves where people in bed are being served food and being cared for. 
The woodcuts in the text depict a mother and her children at a bedside, with a 
doctor, offering a drink to someone sick in bed; and various apparatus for the sick 
room and herbs. 

In fine condition. 
¶ Drexel 4; Georg 55; Notaker 706; OCLC: University of California (Los An-

geles), New York Academy of Medicine, National Library of Medicine, University 
of Minnesota, University of Wisconsin, and five locations outside of the United 
States; Vicaire cols. 763-64; an Weiss 3300. 



Sugar Addic t ion

40. (SUGAR.) From the Morning Herald, of December 29, 1791. Price 
of sugar. [London, 1792.]

Bifolium: 31.9cm x 19.3cm. [2], [2-blank] pp. Possibly disbound, signs of having been 
folded twice. $1000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this report on the exorbitant price of 
sugar in England, and on a well-attended meeting of the Consumers of Sugar (a group of mer-
chants) which was held on 15th December, 1791, to discuss how to reduce the price of sugar 
for the general public. At this gathering there was a “conspicuously distinguished” gentle-
man, Mr. Francis Garratt, who was the personage that shared the bulk of the information. 
His main subject was the bad business practices of the West-India Merchants (backed by 
a considerable amount of statistical facts). The chairman, Mr. Barwis, observes that “any 
quantity of sugar might be obtained from the East-Indies” and that they should divert their 
sugar purchases from the West-Indies to the East-Indies.

In the report given by Francis Garratt, a wholesale tea-dealer, Garratt deplores the 
inflated sugar prices being charged by the West-Indian suppliers. He speaks about the huge 
increase in sugar consumption amongst all classes of English citizens and takes a dim view 
on the fact that British subjects are so hooked on sugar, that they “cheerfully pay” the exor-
bitant taxes that were incurred in the defense of the “sugar-islands.” Meanwhile, “foreigners” 
and enemies of the crown are benefitting from the import duty remitted on the imported 
sugar that the West-India Merchants are then re-exporting and selling at a reduced cost 
rather than selling domestically. He goes on to list other exports which the West-Indian 
Merchants were making huge profits on: coffee, cotton, ginger, and pimento. 

In the end, the council resolves to appoint a committee to negotiate with the directors 
of the East-India Company, and to appeal to the government to reduce the high duties on 
sugars imported from the East Indies.

In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.



A Lovely Copy of the Firs t  Printed French Cookbook;
Number 44 of 50 sur Papier de Hol lande

41. TAILLEVENT [Tirel, Guillaume]. Le Viandier. 
[With the Supplément volume.] Paris: Techener, 
1892.

4to. Title page printed in red and black ink, engraved frontispiece, and six 
plates (one of which is folding and two are double-page); woodcut head 
and tailpieces, woodcut initials, and in the text are three full-page facsimile 
leaves, and one small woodcut in the text. 3 p.l., lxviii, 178, [2] pp.; [3], 184-
297, [3] pp. Two volumes. Original wrappers bound in handsome period 
blue straight-grained half-morocco over marbled boards by Trevor Lloyd, 
spine gilt, raised bands. $4750.00

The FIRST EDITION of Baron Jérôme Pichon (1812-96) and Georges 
Vicaire’s (1853-1921) edition of Le Viandier, the first printed French 
cookbook (first ed.: 1486). This is a particularly lovely copy bound in a 
sumptuous binding and in fine condition with all the plates, tissue guards, 
and the original wrappers bound-in. It is number 44 of 50 printed sur 
papier de Hollande. 

“Taillevent’s Le Viandier is a storehouse of the medieval cooking tradi-
tion. As a cookbook author, Taillevent is unique, and his book was widely 
read throughout Europe for more than three centuries. First printed in 



Paris in 1486, Le Viandier remained in print for over two centuries, a remark-
able feat even by the standards of today. The manuscript originated at the 
French court, probably around 1375 during the reign of King Charles V. 
Until 1505, it was the only French cookbook in print, so popular that at 
least twenty-four editions followed the first, ending in Lyon in 1615. The 
book was even reincarnated in a nineteenth-century reprint of three early 
manuscript versions, compared and annotated by Baron Jérôme Pichon 
[our current edition].” – Willan, The Cookbook Library, p. 54. 

The bibliographical essays and notes are written by Pichon and 
Vicaire. At the time of publishing Le Viandier, Pichon was the president 
of the Société des Bibliophiles François and Vicaire, who was friends with Pi-
chon and had worked with him on other projects, had just written his 
ground-breaking Bibliographie gastronomique two years earlier.

A spectacular set. 
¶ OCLC: New York Public Library, Case Western University, Lou-

isiana State University, Kansas State University, University of California 
(San Diego), and seventeen locations in Europe. 



Tarragon as a Remedy
for Rheumatism

42. (TARRAGON.) Frederic Operateur. Par Brevet du Roy. 
Brittany: [c.1720.]

Broadside: 35.2cm x 23.8cm. Several woodcut illustrations around the text, upper 
right margin either worn away or lacking due to paper flaw (not affecting text).
 $2500.00

Unrecorded? The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this richly 
illustrated broadside, extolling the virtues of Mr. Frederic’s tarragon oil as 
a remedy for a great variety of ills. The medicine is composed of aromatic 
herbs; rendered pig fat; oils; essences; and spirits. It is vaunted as an effective 
treatment against rheumatism; burns; worms in small children; and for treat-
ing horse hooves against stings and nails. The tarragon oil is also practical in 
that it remains effective for up to twenty years. Like another sheet we’ve had 
advertising Orvietan (an herbal cure), this sheet may have been used both as an 
announcement as well as a wrapping for the bottle of tarragon oil when it was 
sold (which would also account for its extreme rarity).

Frederic is cited as having been a surgeon to the royal troops and an 
occultist. His remedy has a patent from the Parliament of Brittany and comes 
with recommendations from King Solomon(!) and the school of Salerno, a 
medical school that began in the ninth century.

The woodblock illustrations are particularly eye-catching. Around the 
border are a collection of beasts: a unicorn; a chameleon; a phoenix; a wolf; 
scorpions; a dragon; an alligator; a frog; an eagle with a snake in its beak; a 
horse with a tail and hands; snakes; and a dinosaur-like creature with a ridge 
down its back. Also pictured are a few mushrooms; some angels; a royal crest; 
and the sun.

In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.  



Entertainment with Elegance
& Economy

43. TAYLOR, E. The Lady’s, housewife’s, and cookmaid’s as-
sistant: or, the art of cookery explained and adapted to the 
meanest capacity. Berwick upon Tweed: H. Taylor, 1769. 

12mo. Printed head and tailpieces, and four illustrations of table settings in the 
text. xii, 276, [12] pp. Contemporary sheep, spine gilt in six compartments, red 
morocco lettering piece on spine, foxing on some leaves. $7500.00



The FIRST EDITION of Taylor’s provincial cookbook, “The whole designed to fit out an ENTERTAINMENT in an Elegant Manner, and at a 
Small Expense.” Taylor’s economical work was so popular that by 1795 it was in its fourth edition. Included are four pages of printed menus & table 
settings for winter and summer first courses. 

There are sections written on “How to roast and boil to perfection every thing necessary to be sent up to table;” “General Directions for dressing 
GREENS, ROOTS &c.;” “To make GRAVY for Fowls, Steaks, or any thing that is brown;” “Of soups and broths;” and “General Rules for MADE 
DISHES.” There is an entire section devoted to mushrooms in which one is given instructions to fricasse, stew, dry, and powder them as well as to 
make a catsup out of them and a “SAUCE for all sorts of white Fowls.” There are sections on eggs; puddings; “pyes” and tarts; preserves; pickles; 
cakes; vinegar; wine; brewing; etc.

There are interesting illustrations for the head and tailpieces. The same technique is used in the four pages of dish and table settings. What is 
unusual is that these decorations are made through the use of typographical ornaments. Normally, this would have been done with an engraving or 
woodcut. The result is lovely!

At the beginning is a ten-page list of more than 150 subscriber’s names. “The list of subscribers in this work shows that it received a lot of 
support from people living in East Lothian.” – Maclean p. 140. Also included is a two-page “MARKETING TABLE by the POUND” and “by the 
STONE” which indicates the common prices for beef, mutton, veal, lamb, and pork for up to forty-six pounds of meat.  

A very good copy of this rare 18th-century provincial cookbook.
¶ ESTC: Library of Congress, University of Pennsylvania, University of California (Los Angeles), University of Colorado, and three locations 

outside of the United States to which OCLC adds: New York Academy of Medicine, New York Public Library, and Colonial Williamsburg. 



Drinking Spir i t s  wil l  Lead to
All  Sorts  of Crimes

44. (TEMPERANCE.) Wine, spirits, malt liquor, and 
crime. [London]: J.V. Quick, c.1840.

Broadside: 25.9cm x 18.8cm. Two woodcut illustrations, edges slightly worn 
and browned, early paper repair to verso. $500.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this temperance 
broadside printed by J.V. Quick, who advertises at the lower margin that 
he also sells the “Grand View of the Times,” “Hard Times,” and “Vices 
of the Gin Shop.” Included is a cost breakdown of the “sober man’s ex-
penditure per annum” when he restrains himself to one glass of gin per 
day (!) and one ounce of tobacco per week.

In this broadside we are presented with the evidence-based opinion 
that the drinking of intoxicating drinks is the main cause of crimes such 
as “murders, manslaughters, the burglaries and robberies, and riots and 
tumults; the adulteries, fornications, rapes, and other great enormities.” 
We are also given a quote from the Under-Sheriff of London and Mid-
dlesex, in which he states that he has “been long in the habit of hearing 
criminals refer all of their misery to this source [spirits].”

With woodcut illustrations of a riches-to-rags story. In the first 
illustration there is a finely-dressed couple and the man is drinking. The 
second image shows how their circumstances have devolved to rags and 
violence: they are now dressed in heavily patched and worn clothing and 
the man is kicking over a table, knocking his wife to the ground. Mean-
while, a baby is watching from a curtained bed. In the background there 
is a shelf that is stocked with bottles.

In good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only. 



An Extremely Rare Meat Pie Cookbook;
With an Important Provenance

45. TILLINGHAST, Mary. Rare and excellent receipts. 
London: 1690.

8vo. 1 p.l., 30 pp. Period speckled calf, double gilt fillet around sides, spine 
gilt in five compartments. $15,000.00

The extremely rare Second Edition of this collection of cookery recipes 
“taught by Mrs. Mary Tillinghast. And now printed for the Use of her Scholars only.” 
According to ESTC and OCLC, the first edition, printed in 1678, survives 
in one copy only (at the British Library) 

Nothing is known about Mary Tillinghast, but it is likely that she 
was the author of both The True Way of Preserving & Candying (first ed.: 1681) 
and M.H.’s The Young Cooks Monitor (first ed.: 1683). In this book, the recipes 
are very unusual in that the quantities are enormous. It is possible that 
Tillinghast’s students were preparing to work in large households where 
such abundance would be necessary.



The book begins with basic recipes for puff pastry and a custard base, as well as a sugar paste as a base for cheese cakes and tarts. Then follow 
a number of varieties of pies, most of which are meat-based, although there is one recipe for an artichoke pie and one for “Potato or Secret Pye.” 

The meat pies contain venison; beef; mutton; various fowl; eel; various fish; and “rabbet,” or combinations thereof. Many of the recipes are for 
sweet rather than savory meat pies, and call for a number of spices, fruits, and herbs. These include nutmeg; cinnamon; ginger; mace; cloves; and 
pepper, as well as grapes; barberries; currants; citrus peel; gooseberries; cherries; “white bullice” (bullace is a plum variety comparable to the damson); 
sweet marjoram; thyme; and winter savory.

As noted in a volume on English cookery in the series Essential works for the study of early modern women, edited by Elizabeth Spiller: 

Rare and Excellent RECEIPTS is a modest recipe book devoted exclusively to cooking and primarily to recipes for different kinds of meat pies. The volume follows the 
appearance of recipe books, such as Robert May’s The Accomplisht Cook, written by professional chefs and limited, in ways that earlier volumes had not been, to cooking. As 
a publication signed by a woman, Rare and Excellent RECEIPTS also owes much to the remarkable proliferation fo recipe and household books published by or attributed to 
Hannah Wooley..... Tillinghast is presumably writing for students, actual or would be, at a cooking school – Seventeenth-Century English Recipe Books, pp. xli-xlii. 

Interestingly, the spelling of words changes from recipe to recipe. For example, at times, pie is spelled “pye” and at others, “pie,” and flour is either 
spelled “flouer” or “flower.” Elizabeth Spiller also notes that as neither of the two editions of Rare and excellent receipts appear in the Stationers’ Register, 
it is probable that both were printed privately. This would also account for the extreme rarity of both editions. 

With the bookplate of Claudia Q. Murphy, one of the earliest collectors of gastronomy in the United States. Claudia Quigley Murphy was a 
fascinating woman. Born in 1863 in Toledo, Ohio, she attended a Catholic school until age 18, at which point she started studying medicine with Dr. 
E. M. Roys Gavitt, a woman physician working in Toledo. The course of study was too difficult due to Murphy’s poor vision, and so she became 
a newspaper reporter. After working for several different papers around Ohio, she organized the Michigan Woman’s Press Organization and later 
became the editor and publisher of the Woman’s Recorder, a newspaper interested in the rights of women. Active in the Woman’s Suffrage Associa-
tion, by 1920 she had become a consultant for corporations on issues concerning domestic economy and efficiency in the work place. She was also an 
advisor to the Woman’s National Economic Committee, a group set up to help other women’s organizations receive accurate and needed economic 
information and counseling. By the time her auction of cookery books occurred at Anderson Galleries, she had published ten different works on the 
domestic arts ranging from how to make bread to the art of the table. On April 16th, 1926, her collection was auctioned off in 250 lots at Anderson 
Galleries in New York City (The Fine Collection of Cookery Books formed by Mrs. Claudia Quigley Murphy) and it was the most important auction of gastron-
omy books in the United States to date.

With an early ownership inscription on the verso of the title page: “Amy Wisley...her book 1691.” Perhaps she was one of Tillinghast’s scholars?
In excellent condition.
¶ ESTC: Folger Library, and two locations outside of the United States.



Chinese Banquet ing in Japan

46. TOKUSŌSHI. Kaiseki shippoku shukōchō. [An Idea book for the shippoku banquet.] Edo: Suharaya & Kyoto: 
Nishimura Ichirōemon, Meiwa 8 [1771]. 

26.2cm x 17.8cm. Nine pages of woodcut illustrations in the text, 52 folded leaves, [1] printed lower pastedown. Contemporary blind-stamped light-blue 
wrappers, printed paper label on upper wrapper (partly deteriorated), stitching renewed, light rubbing and spotting overall, one or two small wormholes 
(not affecting text), slight mouse-gnawing to the bottom (not affecting text). $3750.00

The FIRST EDITION of this book of shippoku banqueting in Japan. During this era, the Japanese usually ate at small individual tables which sat low 
to the ground, one table for each person. In shippoku, the table is larger, stands on four legs, is higher off the ground, and everyone eats family style. 
Shippoku was particularly popular in Nagasaki. 

In the current work, the many woodcuts de-
pict the shippoku table laid out; the individual pieces 
of dishware needed (e.g. a wine dispenser, rice con-
tainer, chopsticks, spoons, bowls, platters, a teapot, 
and knives); decorative pieces; and the table itself. 

The text is structured around shippoku menus 
arranged month by month; then a new set of menus 
arranged according to the four seasons, with each 
set of menus followed by the ingredients needed 
for the dishes and notes on the dishes’ preparation. 
Some menus focus on soups, others vegetables, and 
some are for grilled meats. 

“A few published culinary books introduced 
foreign foods, but only in descriptions of dining in 
the Chinese enclave in Nagasaki. The style of cook-
ing these books introduce is known as ‘table cook-



ery’ (shippoku ryori). The term reflects the fact that diners sat at a common 
table rather than at individual tables as in a honzen banquet.  Titles of these 
works include...Shinsen kaiseki shippoku shukōchō, published in 1771.” – Rath, 
Food and fantasy in early modern Japan, p. 103.  

Tokusōshi is the pen-name of our author. He wrote other works, 
many of which were also illustrated, on topics ranging from education to 
flower arrangement to poetry. 

One interesting element of this copy is in the binding. Attached to 
the lower edge of the upper wrapper is a flap of paper which has the title 
of the work in manuscript. Like early printed books in Europe where 
the title was written along the edge of the leaves, this piece of paper was 
attached to our book so that it could be read while the book was laid flat 
on its side on the shelf. 

I would like to thank Toshie Marra, Librarian for the Japanese Col-
lection at University of California, Berkeley, for helping me to research 
this book.

¶ OCLC: University of California (Berkeley and San Diego) and 
Cornell University. The Union Catalogue of Early Japanese Books locates several 
copies in Japan. Please note that this work is sometimes catalogued under 
Shinsen kaiseki shippoku shukōchō. 



How to Become a Wel l-Informed Cook
in Pre-Revolut ionary France

47. TRAITÉ HISTORIQUE et pratique de la cuisine 
ou le cuisinier instruit. Paris: Cl. J. B. Bauche, 1758.

12mo. Four folding plates; woodcut initial, woodcut head and tailpieces, and 
woodcut illustrations in the text. Two volumes. 2 p.l., clvi, 468; 2 p.l., 552, 84, 
[4] pp. Contemporary mottled calf, spines richly gilt in six compartments, 
red morocco lettering piece on spine, all edges red, marbled endpapers. 
 $3500.00

The FIRST and ONLY EDITION of this extensive French cookbook, 
sometimes attributed to Menon.



[It is] the last of the notable pre-revolutionary cookbooks, but it probably supplies the best single introduction to eighteenth-century French cookery....Second, the Traité historique 
et pratique de la cuisine is the first French cookbook to use illustrations of how foods are to be presented and, so far as I know, the only one before the Revolution. — 
Wheaton, Savoring the past, p. 206 (and see pp. 207-8 for more on this important work).
 

Although OCLC and Vicaire list this work under Menon, most historians now doubt that attribution (see the exhibition catalogue Livres en bouche no. 
215 and Wheaton above). 

This incredible compendium of gastronomic instruction is so full of information it had to be divided into two volumes. There are ten chapters. 
Chapter one is all about broths, both fat and lean and includes recipes for les Jus (a strained broth made from vegetables); les Coulis (a sauce made 
from meat juice derived from roasted meat); and les Potages (a thick stew typically made of boiled vegetables, grain, and meat or fish). Chapter two is 
on the presentation of meat dishes; chapter three is for preparing large game, and also covers charcuteries. Chapter four is about domestic poultry, 
and chapter five writes more in depth on the subject of game animals. Chapter six is a comprehensive study on how to cook both fresh water and salt 
water fish, and includes information on cooking amphibious creatures such as otters, beavers, platypus, and frogs. Chapter seven is about both sweet 
and savory pastries, including terrines (composed of a layered loaf made in a rectangular ceramic dish which is made up of meats, pâtés, and sometimes 
vegetables, and then sliced and served cold); and timbales (a molded dish made up of rice or some other forms of starch and meat.) Chapter eight is 
about pâttiseries such as beignets and crêmes, and chapter nine is on stews and other types of slow cooked dishes, with both modern and ancient recipes. 
Finally, chapter ten is written on vegetables, roots, and herbs. 

The numerous woodcuts in the text depict various dishes, and the folding plates are of table settings. There are also many illustrations of the 
animals before they have been cooked. 

¶ Cagle 346; OCLC: New York Academy of Medicine, Library of Congress, Lilly Library, University of California (Berkeley), University of 
Pennsylvania, one location in Canada, and four locations in Europe; Simon, Gastronomica 1043; Vicaire col. 592. Not in Bitting.



On the use of American Vines to
Combat Phyl loxera in France

48. VIGNET DE VENDEUIL, Baron de. Observations 
pratiques sur les vignes Américaines. Chambery: Jac-
quelin, 1889.

8vo. 76 pp. Original printed wrappers, wear to head and foot of spine, small 
stain to upper wrapper, wrappers lightly browned.  $2000.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on using 
American vines to combat phylloxera in France. This study takes the 
form of a letter written from Vignet de Vendeuil (1836-1912), owner of the 
Château de Montpezat in the Gard, to the Savoyard doctor Gaspard-An-
toine Dénarié (1829-1888). Dénarié was a specialist in the diseases of the 
vine, and as such, very involved in the fight against phylloxera which had 
spread to the Savoie region at the end of the 1880s. He was an advocate 
for planting American grape varieties resistant to phylloxera.

In his letter to Dénarié, Vignet de Vendeuil writes of his own per-
sonal experiences with direct planting of American varieties as well as 
with grafting onto American rootstock in his battle against phylloxera on 
his land in the Savoie region of France.

With a manuscript inscription on the title page from the author to 
the Comte de Villeneuve, probably Joseph-Victor-Amand de Regard de 
Villeneuve (1847-1917), owner of the eponymous château in Cogin and 
producer of sparkling white wines.

In good condition. Preserved in an archival folder.
¶ OCLC: two locations outside of the United States only.



From Almond Pudding to Potted Venison, 
Rec ipes  from a Woman Who 

Ran a Boarding School

49. THE YOUNG LADY’S COMPANION in cookery, 
and pastry, preserving, pickling candying, &c. Lon-
don: Bettesworth et al., 1734.

12mo. 6 p.l., 204 pp. Contemporary mottled calf, gilt double fillet around 
sides, spine in six compartments, gilt double fillet on spine, hinges expertly 
repaired, otherwise crisp and bright internally. $7250.00

The rare FIRST EDITION of The Young Lady’s Companion, a collection 
of 127 clearly written and detailed recipes. “The following Receipts were 
Collected by a Gentlewoman who formerly kept a Boarding School; her 
often being Importun’d by her friends, for Copies of them, has occasion’d 
their being published; thereby to oblige her Friends at an easy Expence 
and save herself much Trouble. We hope they’ll prove acceptable to the 
Publick, being the most useful Receipts in Cookery, Pastry, Preserving, 
Pickling, and Candying, which are at present used, laid down in an easy 
familiar Way.” — the author’s advertisement. 

One hundred and twelve recipes are provided and include the fol-
lowing: “Artichoke Pye” (including 12 egg yokes and 5 oz. of candied lem-
on); candied flowers; “Gemballs” (a round sugar cookie including rose 
water); marrow pudding (eggs, cream, cinnamon, rose water, “puff-paste,” 
currents, raisins, candied orange and lemon peel, nutmeg, and the mar-
row from two large bones); and “Artificial Venison” (sirloin or a loin of 
mutton marinated in sheep’s blood). At the beginning, is a useful index. 

Maclean notes that in the Gentleman’s Magazine, vol. 4 (May 1734), p. 
280, the The Young Lady’s Companion is advertised for 2 shillings. 

A very good copy of a scarce book. 



¶ Bitting pp. 619-20; ESTC & OCLC: Utah State University, Library 
of Congress, Kansas State University, Lehigh University (PA), Stanford, 
Indiana University, Lamar University (TX), and two locations outside of 
the United States; Maclean p. 154 (not finding any locations in Britain); 
Oxford pp. 64-65. Not in Cagle.
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